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(SEFBIS) as a Special Interest Group of the John von Neumann Computer Society was established in 2000 in order
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The ideas and the aims of almost two decades SEFBIS history were supported by the special Association of the
International Federation for Information Processing (IFIP). The chairman of the TC 8 Information Systems
Committee, D. Roode emphasized that only the nationwide activity of the specialists manifested by meetings,
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in the acknowledgement of our Journals.
Concluding with my sincere greeting for the Readers I whish to obtain new ideas, concepts, to know new effective business solutions and research results from all over the world! I call the attention of the specialists in the
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a hybrid genetic-improved harmony search metaheuristic algorithm (PGAIHSRS) for the
selection of independent variables in a linear regression model. When we applied our former IHSRS algorithm
for this task, we got some undesirable models: in these models every variable was significant, but unfortunately
harmful multicollinearity arisen between the selected variables. In order to avoid these undesirable results, a
new criterion (VIF) has been applied. After running this new solution using a small -, and a large-scale dataset,
we find that our new solution is poorly effective and extremely slow. Parallelization is a good tool to speed up an
algorithm, but our old solution was not suitable for parallelization. So, we modified the algorithm, using a hybrid
GA-HS solution, keeping the elements of the two kinds of metaheuristics which are suitable for the parallelization.
The performance of this new solution was compared with our former algorithm, and we found that PGAIHSRS
can manage the VIF criterion, and it is rapid, efficient and robust.

Introduction
The selection of independent variables in a linear
regression model is one of the most intriguing
problems in statistical modelling. If the empty set is
not considered, the number of the possible subsets
is 2m-1 (m is the number of independent variables).
This problem can be resolved by traditional algorithms – forward and backward eliminations, Monte
Carlo simulation etc. – but these solutions can
frequently converge to a local optimum and can not
handle the effects of the multicollinearity phenomenon to the model selection.
If a population based metaheuristic is applied,
the solution will much less likely to converge to a
local optimum. The problem can be resolved effectively by using population based metaheuristics, for
example genetic algorithm solution: GARS [8] and
an other GA solution [1] and harmony search algorithm: IHSRS [3] etc.
We integrated a new criterion, the VIF(variance
inflation factor) into the objective function of IHSRS.
VIF criterion is a measure p,of multicollinearity,
which helps us to avoid results where every variable
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in the model is significant, but there is multicollinearity between the selected variables. A more formal definition of the VIF measure is provided later.
Unfortunately, after the integration of the VIF criterion, the algorithm has slowed down significantly.
We should find a new solution for this tardiness, a
solution which is more efficient and more rapid. We
will show that the average solution time and the
standard deviation of the solution times of our new
hybrid genetic harmony search metaheuristic are
significantly better.

Linear Regression Model Selection
Let n be the size of our sample, and let
X = { X 1 , X 2 ,..., X m } be the set of m potential independent variables, Y the target variable in a multivariate linear regression model. Let us assume
that this model describes the relationship between
the target and the independent variables:
~
~
~
Y = β 0 + β1 X 1 + β 2 X 2 + ... + β p X p + ε

~
where X ⊆ X is the subset of p ≤ m independent
variables – the regressors – ,
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and β = { β 0 , β1 ,..., β p } is the vector of coefficients, ε
is the disturbance term. Let us estimate the β vector
as βˆ = { βˆ0 , βˆ1,..., βˆp } by applying the Ordinary Least
Squares method. For the next step, we need to select
~
the potential independent variables in X ⊆ X . We
would like to select this set, as
~
~
~
Yˆ = βˆ0 + βˆ1 X 1 + βˆ2 X 2 + ... + βˆ p X p regression is optimal.

In this study AIC, BIC and adjusted R-square
measures are selected to determine the degree of
optimality of the regression model. In the literature
there are lots of methods to determine the AIC, BIC
values. These criteria reward the decrease in the
Sum of Squared Errors (SSE) of the model, and
simultaneously penalize them based on the number
of regressors. The higher the AIC or BIC values are,
the worse the model is. To compare GARS and
IHSRS we applied the following formulas [5]:
Akaike information criteria AIC=ln(SSE/n)+2*p/n
where n is the size of our sample, p is the number of
regressors in the model, and
n

SSE = ∑ ( y i − yˆ i ) 2

(2)

i =1

where ŷ i is the ith element of ŷ , and y i is the ith
element of the target variable. Bayesian Information
Criterion BIC=In(SSE/n)+ 2*p/n*ln(√n). The adjusted R- square indicator ( R 2 ):
n

SST = ∑ ( y i − y )2

(4)

i =1

SSE
(5)
SST
n −1
R 2 = 1−
* (1 − R 2 ) (6)
n − p −1
where y is the mean of the elements of the target
variable
R 2 = 1−

VIF criterion
We integrated a so-called variance inflation factor
(VIF) criterion to our former harmony metaheuristic
procedure for the linear regression model selection

problem (called IHSRS [3]). The VIF indicator helps
us to detect and avoid the results, for which every
variables in the model are significant, but there is
multicollinearity between the selected variables.
IHSRS has been tested on a real dataset called
“Body Fat Measurement” dataset. This dataset was
proposed by Minerva and Paterlini [8]. In this
dataset the target variable is the percentage of the
body fat, and the 16 independent variables are: age,
weight, height, chest and neck circumference, etc.
This set consists of 252 observations. We have
given detailed empirical results for this dataset [3],
and have shown that our algorithm is a robust and
effective solution when we are looking for a solution
with the best explanatory power with just significant
variables in it.
Afterwards we integrated a new VIF criterion into
the object function. The VIF is calculated for every p
variables. This criterion quantifies the severity of
multicollinearity, it measures how much the given
variable is explained by the other variables. So VIF
is defined for the given pth variable as the follows:
1
VIFp =
(7)
1 − R p2
In the case of lacking multicollinearity this criterion
is 1, because in this case, Rp2 = 0 as R p2 is the R2 of
a regression, where Xp is the target variable, and all
other X i ( i ≠ p) are the regressors. If the VIF is
between 2 and 5, then there is some multicollinearity in the model, but that is not so harmful. But if the
VIF criterion is higher than 5, then we can speak
about a really harmful multicollinearity [9]. We required that VIF criterion be less than two, because
in this case we can not speak of significant multicollinearity at all.
First, we should take a look at how the more
traditional methods and algorithms tackle the model
selection problem in the case FAT dataset, and
examine the results. We considered algorithms that
are implemented in the more popular statistical
software: SAS, R, SPSS, etc. For our tests we used
IBM SPSS v22.
..
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Best Subsets (SPSS
Leaps and Bound)
Best Subsets (Minerva: GARS)
improved GARS
IHSRS
Forward+Backward
Variable Importance in
Projection (Partial
Least Squares)
Elastic Net
Stepwise VIF Selection
Nested Estimate Procedure

Table 1 Different model selection algorithms applied to the FAT data
Variables marked bold are not significant. The runtimes are calculated based on 30 runs.
Runtime
AIC
BIC
St Dev (sec)
(sec)
0,9829
-2,013
-1,987
(Variables: 1, 2, 3,
4,558
0,878
(Variables: 1)
(Variables: 1)
5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 15)
0,9829
-2,013
-1,987
(Variables: 1, 2, 3,
5,921
1,658
(Variables: 1)
(Variables: 1)
5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 15)
0,9822
-2,013
-1,987
11,268
2,941
(Variables: 1, 3, 5,
(Variables: 1)
(Variables: 1)
6, 8, 12, 15)
0,9822
-2,013
-1,987
(Variables: 1, 3, 5,
0,968
0,188
(Variables: 1)
(Variables: 1)
6, 8, 12, 15)
0,058
0,239
0,9822
(Variables: 1, 3, 5, (Variables: 1, 3, 5, (Variables: 1, 3, 5,
0,976
0,050
6, 8, 12, 15)
6, 8, 12, 15)
6, 8, 12, 15)
-0,247
-0,092
0,9618
(Variables: 1, 2, 5, (Variables: 1, 2, 5, (Variables: 1, 2, 5,
1,807
0,896
6, 8, 9)
6, 8, 9)
6, 8, 9)
-2,013
-1,987
0,9410
50,858
9,019
(Variables: 1)
(Variables: 1)
(Variables: 1)
-0,189 (Variables: -0,008 (Variables:
0,954
0,832
0,034
1, 2, 15)
1, 2, 15)
(Variables: 1, 2, 15)
-1,402
-1,351
0,9538
0,352
0,047
(Variables: 1, 8)
(Variables: 1, 8)
(Variables: 1, 8)

In Table 1 we can observe that the IHSRS algorithm
is able to find the solution with minimal model error
or maximum explanatory power (ICs and R 2 ) and
uses only significant variables to achieve this, unlike
the more traditional methods. Furthermore, its runtime, and more importantly the standard deviation of
the runtimes is one of the smallest compared to the
rest of the algorithms. So, it is a quick and reliable
algorithm. But, if we take a look at the optimal solution for the R 2 criteria (which matches the optimum
of the stepwise methods), we find that in that model
harmful multicollinearity is still present between the
variables included, based on the VIF criteria. In
Table 2 the VIF values show us that quite harmful
multicollinearity is present in the model. So the
classic ceteris paribus interpretation of the regression’s coefficients is not possible. For example,
variable 6 is fat free weight and 3 is the full weight
based on the documentation of the FAT data. So our
4

model’s coefficient of fat free weight (variable 6)
would show us the expected change in the target
variable (FAT ratio in the body) in case the fat free
weight changes by a unit but the full weight of a man
stays the same. Of course, this scenario is quite
impossible, so the presence of harmful multicollinearity causes quite practical problems when interpreting our model.
Table 2 IHSRS optimum for R 2 on the FAT data
Model
Collinearity Statistics
Tolerance
VIF
X1
,069
14,490
X3
,017
59,097
X5
,089
11,271
X6
,030
33,682
X8
,105
9,540
X12
,239
4,182
X15
,399
2,509
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The Nested Estimate Procedure’s optimal model
can ensure that multicollinearity is not present in it
[6], but we cannot be sure that we cannot find a
model with the same properties with better explanatory power. The same applies to the Stepwise
selection, where the termination condition is that all
variables in the model have VIF values less than
two (Stepwise VIF selection).
So, we integrate a VIF criterion to our IHSRS
algorithm, which ensures that we only consider
regression models for the optimum that have VIF
values smaller than 2. Our algorithm has chosen the
model in Table 3 as optimum constantly:
Table 3 Optimal solution of IHSRS w. VIF for FAT data
Model
Collinearity Statistics
Tolerance
VIF
X1
,508
1,970
X3
,879
1,138
X8
,558
1,791
X12
,239
1,138
X15
,399
1,791

The R 2 value for this solution is 0,9584. Slightly,
but higher than the Nested Estimate’s solution and
the Stepwise VIF model’s R 2 value. All variables
are significant, and multicollinearity is not present in
the IHSRS model, based on the VIF criterion.
As we have witnessed, the IHSRS with VIF algo-

Best Subsets
(SPSS Leaps and
Bound)

Best Subsets
(Minerva: GARS)

rithm can handled the “selection of independent
variables in a linear regression model” problem
efficiently and can tackle the effects of the multicollinearity phenomenon. Much to our disappointment,
it has a remarkable drawback: the runtime. After the
VIF criterion integration, the runtime increased
considerably. In Table 7 and 8 the runtime increasing of IHSRS is shown for two cases. The first
dataset is the FAT, the second is a bigger one, we
called it: DATA26.
DATA26 is not a real dataset, we created the
correlation matrix for it, using vineBeta method [5],
because we wanted to investigate the behaviour of
our algorithm for a larger dataset. VineBeta is an
efficient method of generating random correlation
matrices. VineBeta was set to produce large correlations in absolute value in the matrix, because
we wanted a large multicollinearity in the dataset.
Thereafter a 1000-element sample was generated
using a Gumbel Copula. This new dataset contains
one target variable, and 25 independent variables,
all of them normally distributed.
The results of analysing the DATA26 dataset
with SPSS, and our algorithm can be found in Table
4. Variables marked bold are not signifcant. The
runtimes are calculated based on 30 runs.

Table 4 Different model selection algorithms applied to the DATA26 data.
Runtime
AIC
BIC
St Dev (sec)
(sec)
-8,756
-8,840
(Variables: X24, 0,9999944
(Va(Variables: X24,
X23, X10, X6,
riables: X15, X6, X24,
X23, X10, X6, X4,
X4, X15, X17,
X23, X5, X12, X9, X4,
X15, X17, X1,
32,352745
7,04028
X1, X13, X14,
X1, X25, X10, X21,
X13, X14, X12,
X12, X16, X5,
X13, X17, X16, X18,
X16, X5, X25, X9,
X14, X3)
X25, X9, X21,
X21, X18)
X18)
-8,841
(Va-8,826
0,9999944
(Variables: X15, X6, (Variables: X25,
riables: X15, X6, X24,
X24, X23, X5,
X10, X17, X13,
X23, X5, X12, X9, X4,
52,714638
12,62692
X12, X9, X4, X1, X1, X16, X24,
X1, X25, X10, X21,
X25, X10, X21,
X18, X5, X21,
X13, X17, X16, X18,
X13, X17, X16,
X8, X23, X15,
X14, X3)
X18, X14, X3)
X12, X6, X4)
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improved GARS

-7,314 (Variables:
X25, X10, X17,
X13, X1, X16,
X24, X18, X5,
X21, X8, X23,
X15, X12, X6, X4)

IHSRS

-7,314 (Variables:
X25, X10, X17,
X13, X1, X16,
X24, X18, X5,
X21, X8, X23,
X15, X12, X6, X4)

Forward+Backward

-8,840
(Variables: X24,
X23, X10, X6, X4,
X15, X17, X1,
X13, X14, X12,
X16, X5, X25, X9,
X21, X18)

-5,196 (Variables:
Variable ImporX24, X5, X4, X10,
tance in Projection
X20, X18, X8,
(Partial Least
X22, X23, X11,
Squares)
X15, X6, X12)
Elastic Net
Stepwise VIF Selection
Nested Estimate
Procedure

-4,363
(Full model, not
significant: X5,
X13)
0,434 (Variables:
X6, X10, X16,
X17, X19, X24)
0,760
(Variables: X10,
X15, X23, X24)

-8,826
(Variables: X25,
X10, X17, X13,
X1, X16, X24,
X18, X5, X21,
X8, X23, X15,
X12, X6, X4)
-8,826
(Variables: X25,
X10, X17, X13,
X1, X16, X24,
X18, X5, X21,
X8, X23, X15,
X12, X6, X4)
-8,756
(Variables: X24,
X23, X10, X6,
X4, X15, X17,
X1, X13, X14,
X12, X16, X5,
X25, X9, X21,
X18)
-5,132 (Variables: X24, X5,
X4, X10, X20,
X18, X8, X22,
X23, X11, X15,
X6, X12)
-4,240
(Full model, not
significant: X5,
X13)
0,464 (Variables:
X6, X10, X16,
X17, X19, X24)
0,780 (Variables:
X10, X15, X23,
X24)

When we review Table 4, we can observe similar
features to those of the FAT data: the traditional
algorithms, and even the IHSRS tends to overfit the
regression model, causing harmful multicollinearity
between the regressors. For example, in Table
5Table 5 we can see the IHSRS model for the
R 2 criteria. It shows us quite harmful multicollinarity
is present, based on VIF values. It is as we have
expected from this dataset.

6

0,9999744 (Variables:
X25, X10, X17, X13,
X1, X16, X24, X18,
X5, X21, X8, X23,
X15, X12, X6, X4)

1281,45823

380,10328

0,9999744 (Variables:
X25, X10, X17, X13,
X1, X16, X24, X18,
X5, X21, X8, X23,
X15, X12, X6, X4)

402,1666233

79,070735

0,9999944
(Variables: X24, X23,
X10, X6, X4, X15,
X17, X1, X13, X14,
X12, X16, X5, X25,
X9, X21, X18)

1,0744

0,0937

0,99979 (Variables:
X24, X5, X4, X10,
X20, X18, X8, X22,
X23, X11, X15, X6,
X12)

15,095273

7,19626

0,993
(Full model, not significant: X5, X13)

478,683794

99,82244

0,940
(Variables: X6, X10,
X16, X17, X19, X24)

0,93415

0,02986

0,917 (Variables: X10,
X15, X23, X24)

0,39289

0,0533

While, the models of the Stepwise VIF and of the
Nested Estimates are parsimonious, and free from
harmful multicollinarity, but their explanatory power
(ICs and R 2 ) are significantly lower than that of the
previous methods. So, we take a look to the IHSRS
with VIF solution for the DATA26 dataset, and there
is the model in Table 6 where the algorithm has
chosen most frequently based on 20 runs.
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Table 5 IHSRS optimum for R on the DATA26 data

X1
X4
X5
X6
X8
X10
X12
X13
X15
X16
X17
X18
X21
X23
X24
X25

Collinearity Statistics
Tolerance
VIF
,065 15,347
,001 1644,939
,003 388,860
,002 538,248
,005 197,505
,050 20,165
,001 1366,452
,030 33,293
,001 1133,939
,048 20,828
,041
24,297
,016
64,340
,003
393,569
,002
554,800
,004
262,232
,001
825,023

average solution time
(number of steps)
IHSRS without VIF
IHSRS with VIF

26416,66
229988,57

The explanatory power of the IHSRS with VIF
model rivals that of the traditional and original
IHSRS algorithms: R 2 is 0,991, AIC is -1,457 and
BIC is -1,433. Based on the VIF values, we can see
that no multicollinearity present at all. All VIF values
are below the threshold of 2.
Table 6 Optimal solution with VIF for DATA26 data
Collinearity Statistics
Tolerance
VIF
X2
,503
1,986
X6
,548
1,825
X10
,500
1,999
X14
,526
1,902
X23
,565
1,770
Table 7 IHSRS runtime without and with VIF for FAT
st. deviation
average solution
of solution
time (sec)
times (sec)
IHSRS without VIF
6409,58
879,76
IHSRS with VIF
56850,50
18085,84

Table 8 IHSRS runtime without and with VIF for Data26
standard deviation of
average solution time
standard deviation of
solution times
(sec)
solution times (sec)
(number of steps)
402,1666233
4154,20585
79,070735
3218,615763
58674,95791
841,84022

Based on Table 7 and Table 8, we aim to create
another solution which has a better runtime, because of the troubling increase in both the average
runtime (887% increase on the FAT data), and the
standard deviation of the runtimes (2057% increase
on the FAT data). Furthermore, as you can see the
average number of steps to find a stable solution
has increased rather significantly as well (Table 7).
In the case of the Data26 dataset the average runtime has increased 800% (in some cases it takes
more than an hour to find a stable solution) and the
standard deviation of the runtimes is 10,64 times
that of the IHSRS without VIF criteria.
The huge expected runtime in this case is further
reason for making our algorithm faster. We concluded that we should parallelize the algorithm. But
unfortunately our original solution is not suitable for
the parallelization.

Therefore we should use a modified algorithm,
which nature is more suitable for parallelization.

Hibrid Genetic Algorithm
The main difference between the former (IHSRS)
and the new (GAIHSRS) algorithm is the memory
updating part. In the IHSRS during one iteration we
generated exactly one new individual, so the fitness
function calculating was linear, therefore this algorithm is not suitable for parallelization. In the
GAIHSRS during one iteration we generated a whole
new memory, with a lot of new individuals, so we
can calculate the fitness functions simultaneously,
therefore this algorithm is appropriate for parallelization.
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In GAIHSRS during the memory updating phase we
generate the new individuals in three ways in every
new iterations:
−

The best new individuals are selected from the
old memory, roulette selection is applied, so we
select the better ones than the average – average of only that ones such that the VIF criterion and the significant criterion is satisfied. We
choose primarily the ones such that the VIF
criterion and the significance criterion is satisfied
next to the better than average condition. If there
are not enough such individuals, than we choose
the ones with better fitness function value. This
transmission rate was appropriate, because if
we decreased it, then we found the good solutions in the early populations much more later.
On the other hand if we increased this rate, then
we reached the stable convergence much more
later, because we got in this case some not
significant solutions, solutions which did not
satisfy the VIF criterion.

−

−

With HMCR probability a selected element from
those we chose as better than average in step 1
is modified: the probability of the modification the
mutation probability, after the element will be
selected. The mutation probability is decreasing
in the function of the iteration numbers to 2-3%,
because when we are closer the optimum value,
we want to modify with less intensity. And the
HMCR probability is increasing to 95-97%, because when we are closer the optimum, we need
less totally new elements.
With 1-HMCR probability a totally new individual
is generated and selected.

The algorithms are stopped when the last 100 best
R-squared values of the population do not change –
do not increase, and do not decrease. This convergence criterion is determined in the previous
way, because in this case we can consider a result
as the global optimum.

Figure 1 The Hybrid GAIHSRS algorithm

8
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Table 9 IHSRS and GAIHSRS runtimes FAT
average solution standard deviation of
time (number of solution times (number
steps
of steps)
IHSRS +
VIF
GAIHSRS
+VIF

53890

12567,96

56851

18085,84

Table 10 IHSRS and GAIHSRS runtimes Data26
average solustandard deviation of
tion time
solution times (num(number of
ber of steps)
steps
IHSRS + VIF
229988,57
58674,95791
GAIHSRS
237414,064
68405,3916
+VIF
In Table 9 and Table 10

Table 10 the runtime results of IHSRS and
GAIHSRS are shown. We can see, that the efficiency of the new hybrid algorithm is more or less
the same – maybe a little bit worse - , since the
number of steps is more or less the same (is not
significantly different at 5%). Our expectation that
the parallelization of the hybrid algorithm will help,
the runtime results after the parallelization will be
much better, so we need to continue the work.

Results
Afterwards we parallelized the GAIHSRS algorithm.
Let us call this parallelized solution: PGAIHSRS. In
Table 11 and Table 12 the runtime decreasing of
PGAIHSRS is shown for FAT and DATA26. The
results greatly improved, because the new algorithm uses the 80% of the processor time due to the
parallelization, while the old solution used only the
17% of the processor time. We can see, that the
new average solution times are 29% / 23,7% of the
old results, and the standard deviation of the solution times are 31% / 22,9% of the old results, so we
can speak about a rather significant improvement.
This paper presented a hybrid genetic-improved
harmony search metaheuristic algorithm (PGAIHSRS)
for the selection of independent variables in a linear
regression model. We proved that besides the

PGAIHSRS algorithm can tackle the selection of
independent variables in linear regression model
problem successfully – like our old IHSRS solution –,
in addition to it can manage the VIF criterion, so the
level of the multicollinearity is low enough using this
algorithm. We tested our solution for a real FAT
dataset, and for another, larger dataset. We found
that PGAIHSRS is rapid, efficient and robust in the
case of the two datasets as well.
Table 11 Runtimes before & after parallelization

for FAT
GAIHSRS
PGAIHSRS

average solution time (sec)
65,89
19,08

standard deviation of solution
times (sec)
13,55
4,22

Table 12 Runtimes before & after parallelization
standard deviation
average solution
of solution times
time (sec)
for DATA26
(sec)
GAIHSRS
3687,203
1199,7431
PGAIHSRS

874,6622

274,4894923
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ABSTRACT
This article is focused on the concept of Information Security Awareness (ISA). ISA is referred very often in
numerous articles related security but the concept itself is weakly defined. Some misinterpretations also experienced in the rich literature of the topic. This study completes a limited review and assessment on some
existing approaches, definitions and provides a comprehensive discussion on the concept. The article also
focuses on risks related to ISA and its control environment. The aim of this conceptual work to provide a solid
basis for further research on measuring ISA maturity in various type of organizations.

Introduction

Section 1: ISA concept

Information Security Awareness (ISA) is a key-concept from the viewpoint of compliance and competitiveness for the profit sector in international
business context. Higher level of ISA supports
compliance for all kind of organizations on domestic
and international market as well. Higher level of the
cooperation (long term relationships, strategic alliances etc.) requires to meet some information security (IS) rules and regulations internally and provide proofs of compliance among partners.
The first section of this article provides a scientifically established definition on Information Security Awareness (ISA) for further research on ISA
maturity assessments in various type of organizations. In the second section based on this definition
we can have some ideas on ISA related risks and
their management. Here we cover risk management
strategies as well. Next section talks about controls
over ISA related risks. Last section provides a summary on our concept and identify a few research
questions for further studies.

There are some vital concepts in the field of Information Security (IS). Before starting a deeper
analysis, we need to come around the idea.

10

Fundamental concepts of IS Security
The most common definitions of this field as follows:
− Data: Data is raw, unorganized facts that need to
be processed. Data can be something simple
and seemingly random and useless until it is
organized.
− Information: When data is processed, organized,
structured or presented in a given context so as
to make it useful, it is called information.
− Information security: Preservation of
confidentiality, integrity and availability of
information (see ISO/IEC 27000:2009)
In the science-letters we met several incorrect or
inconsistent wording. In some case “data protection”
is mentioned instead of “information security” or “IT
security” mentioned as a synonym of “information
SEFBIS Journal No. 11. / 2017
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security”. It is obvious that our protection efforts are
targeting information which has value for the organization (and data is only the raw-material for getting information). Data hasn’t meaning without
processing and only that processed data represent
value for any kind of organization. Information exist
not just in electronic form, therefore using “IT security” instead of “information security” provides a much
narrower approach on defence needs.

The concept of ISA
The concept “awareness” is also defined by [1]
ISACA Glossary of Terms as follows: “Being acquainted with, mindful of, conscious of and well
informed on a specific subject, which implies
knowing and understanding a subject and acting
accordingly.” This definition contains some important and meaningful idea:
−

−

It talks about knowing and understanding
something, therefore distinguishes training and
education on a specific subject, where training is
a means by which people learn what to do and
how to do it and education focuses on telling
people why something make sense and provides context as well.
Awareness surmises that rules are followed not
just because they are known by the individuals
but they understand why it is important to act as
it is prescribed.

This approach helps Us to realise what content and
how to communicate when we would like to achieve
an active involvement into ISA related activities. Lebek and his co-authors [2] completed a theory-based
literature review on information security awareness
and behaviour. 10 databases and 113 publications
were reviewed over the past decade from 2014. The
referred article identified 54 used theories, but only
four of them are named as “primarily used”:
− Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB)
− General Deterrence Theory (GDT)
− Protection Motivation Theory (PMT)
− Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
The paper talks about two main type of theories:
− Behavioural theories
− Learning theories

The four primarily used theories (TPB, GDT, PMT,
TAM) are basically behavioural theories. All of them
are approaching the same question from different
viewpoint: Why employees are seeking for compliance with the Information security policy (ISP) of
their firm?
This paper provides a very comprehensive picture on a very narrow interpretation of ISA: the enforced IS compliance for employees. Parsons and
her co-authors [3] describe a computer focused
view of ISA. This approach much more dealing with
IT security than ISA. The ISA focus areas in this
study are:
− Password management
− Email use
− Internet use
− Social networking site use
− Incident reporting
− Mobile computing
− Information handling
This list of covered topics represents mainly computer related security matters, therefore some important aspects of information security is missing.
Some important missing topics of Parson’s ISA
concept:
− Administrative controls (knowing and keeping to
written regulations and data classification rules,
observing related law)
− Physical media handling (traditional representations of information – papers, documents,
product samples etc.)
− Expected behaviour and IS rules during working
at home and travel
− Receiving visitors on site
− Clear desk policy
Naturally this list isn’t limited to these items and it is
just a representation of some other aspects of ISA.
Nemeslaki and Sasvari [4] completed an empirical
analysis of ISA in the business and public sectors of
Hungary. 300 people were involved in the study and
ISA is defined as an employee’s general knowledge
about information security and his cognizance of the
information security policy in the organization. ISA
definition used by this article comes from Bulgurcu
[5] and his co-authors.
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This interpretation again narrows the concept because it talks only about employees, although there
are some interested parties around the organization
(like agents, customers etc.), who can have influence on the ISA status. Cognizance is a special
type of acceptance or recognition and its nature is
characteristically passive. A good (mature) level of
ISA presumes a proactive manner from every interested parties, therefore the referred definition
doesn’t meet our expectations.
Sasvári and his co-authors [6] completed an
empirical examination of ISA among Austrian and
Hungarian enterprises. They have had several interesting observations on differences in ISA based
on company size, but from our viewpoint their
conceptual ISA model is much more interesting.
They talk about three dimensions of ISA:
−
−

−

Organization dimension where the organizational habits and procedures are measured.
Infrastructural dimension which includes the
opinions on the environmental and IT state of the
organization.
Individual dimension where a general knowledge of the organization and working habits are
measured and analysed.

The organizational dimension talks about the managerial part of ISA (especially focused on the role of IS
manager, job descriptions, other roles defined etc.).
The individual dimension is dealing with employees as
an individual and strongly represents the procedure of
information security incident management.
The infrastructural dimension represents those
people who are operating the infrastructure, who
provides the flow of information and complete information security related measures.
This three-dimension approach is appropriate
for the referred researcher’s goals but not fully meet
our expectations: This conceptual ISA model talks
about management and employees in all dimensions, therefore its interpretation is again narrow
because it doesn’t cover every stakeholder.
Maqousi and his co-authors [7] talks about a
special process oriented view of ISA: “ISA is an
ongoing process of learning that is meaningful to
recipients, and delivers measurable benefits to the
organization from lasting behavioural change.” This
12

approach dredges new dimensions to the concept:
−
−
−
−

Continuity in the activity
Process view
Learning as a key momentum
Long-term changes in behaviour

It is difficult to argue with these phrases but this list
only colours our picture on ISA and doesn’t give Us
more support to take steps to a well-established
concept.
Last not least Siponen [8] talks about ISA as “a
state where users in an organization are aware of
their security mission.” Although the article deals
with motivation/behavioural theories, its wording
says that concept ISA again restricted to IT related
issues. As we already stated, ISA is not only related
to IT users: Blue collar staff is also endangering the
firm, if they follow bad practice and sensitive information can be compromised.
Drawing a lesson from this limited research we
can say that there isn’t a uniformly accepted definition on the concept of ISA, but every article adds
something to the concept.
Based on this review and on the identified gaps
we form a definition on ISA as follows: ISA is a
knowledge and attitude of interested parties of an
organization on the protection of information assets
owned or managed by the organization.
The most important layers of this definition:
−

−

−

ISA talks not only about managers and employees but covers a wide range of interested
parties who can have influence on the ISA status
in an organization (i.e. we expect some ISA from
our clients also in the finance sector, because
the followed good practice has a great impact on
the security status of a financial institution – see
password management and safe PIN usage by
card holders)
Knowledge: Knowing the rules, procedures and
instructions related to ISA is crucial but itself this
type of knowledge doesn’t provide active defence on information assets.
Attitude: This means that there is an active and
positive approach on security related controls
and countermeasures. The people not just understand what to do and why is it right, but they
SEFBIS Journal No. 11. / 2017
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−

are actively involved into preventive and corrective actions. They report suspicious activities
observed, they are involved into backup and
recovery activities, they follow the rules and actively advise each other when there are unexpected challenges.
Owned or managed information assets: The
ownership of the information is important but not
the only one factor determining the organizational behaviour. This new era of data processing very often creates such a situation when the
processor is responsible for the information
security related issues but the data is not owned
by itself (see cloud technologies or any agencies
who are responsible for data processing). These
special cases have serious influence on ISA
programs and campaigns completed by the referred organizations.

Answering these questions, we need to go back to
the roots of ISA concept.

The compliance as a driving force for ISA
Why is compliance so important factor from the view
point of ISA? There are numerous standards, baselines, guidelines which are talking about ISA requirements and therefore company management
needs to deal with the concept and the related requirements. Some important specifications, which
refer to the need of ISA and ISA increasing programs:
−

Conceptual questions about ISA
If we want to measure the level of ISA in an organization than we need to have a conceptually consistent
and solid basis. With other words, we need answer
the simple question what does ISA mean.
The managers are interested in a clear picture
what is the status of ISA in their own organization. It
can be interesting, is there any type of change (increase or decrease) in ISA. They also would like to
find key performance indicators (KPIs) for getting
simple and understandable messages about the
ISA in their organization.
Working as an information security auditor we
faced the question from managers very often: What
is your impression about our employee’s ISA? It is
very challenging question, especially without finding
the same or similar meaning of ISA for every interested parties.
Based on these experiences we formed some research questions:
− Is there a widely accepted concept on ISA?
− What are the main segments or elements of
ISA?
− Is there any difference by interpretation of ISA in
various industries?

−

−

ISO/IEC 27001:2013 A.7.2.2: The most known
information security management standard says
in Appendix “A”: “All employees of the organization and, where relevant, contractors shall receive appropriate awareness education and
training and regular updates in organizational
policies and procedures, as relevant their job
functions.” This is a very important statement
because it talks not only about employees but
contractors (and some other interested parties)
are involved into the requirement of ISA. [9]
PCI DSS §12.6: The Payment Card Industry
Data Security Standard defines a very specific
requirement (12.6.1): “Educate personnel upon
hire and at least annually”, and defines the
testing procedure as follows: “Verify that security
awareness program provides multiple methods
of communicating awareness and educating
personnel (for example, posters, letters, memos,
web-based training, meeting, and promotions).”
This document gives more help in the interpretation of ISA because there are named specific
tools and techniques on improving ISA. [10]
NIST SP 800-50: The National Institute of
Standards and Technology frequently referred
Special Publication 800-50 says in Chapter 2.2:
“Security awareness efforts are designed to
change behaviour or reinforce good security
practices.” This statement is focused on behaviour changes which are a very important part
of the ISA. [11]
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−

COBIT5: The Control Objectives of IT and related Technologies Issue 5 provides sample
processes. Process DSS05 (Manage Security
Services) and its sub-process DSS05.05
(Manage Physical access to IT assets) defines a
critical activity: “Conduct regular physical security awareness training.” This sentence is only
one example from numerous other ones in the
chapter, i.e. in DSS06.06 (Secure Information
Assets) talks about “provide acceptable use
awareness and training”. The often mentioned
“awareness” shows the importance of this concept in the COBIT management framework as
well. [12]

Naturally there are so many important other regulations (like GLBA, FISMA, HIPAA etc.) that it is
impossible to cover them in one article. This list of
relevant specifications is practically a never-ending
story: There are some not mentioned or just partly
covered standards or guidelines but our aim is not
giving a full and detailed picture, we just wanted to
give a holistic review on the ISA related specifications.

Section 2: ISA related risks
There is another aspect of ISA which can be also
interesting from the viewpoint of company managements:
− What are the ISA related risks and how can we
manage them?
− What controls are existing to provide appropriate
ISA in various organizations?
Answering the first question we need to mention
[13] Humphreys article, in which he talks about
insider threats. By definition “insider threats are
those caused by employees, staff, management or
on-site contractors that take advantage of the vulnerabilities in the systems, processes and applications. “ His mainly recognised insider threat categories are IT sabotage, information theft and fraud.
This approach considers only intended activities
and does not calculate up simple human errors or
undertrained staff.
The referred material also states that the risk
management is a key factor for the governance of
the organisation and for the protection of its infor14

mation assets. The author linked the insider threats
with vulnerabilities in the definition of risk exposure,
which is a likelihood of an insider threat exploiting
the vulnerability of the organisations assets. There
is only one step forward to find a good definition on
risk (level): Level of risk = risk exposure X the
consequences of this risk taking effect. Based on
these definitions there are only limited number of
options to treat risks:

Risk management strategies
Humphreys also examined risk management strategies from the viewpoint of Information Security
Management System (ISMS) standards. Based on
ISO/IEC 27001:2013 there are four options for
managing identified risks:
−
−
−
−

Knowingly and objectively accept the risk by the
management.
Avoiding the risk by modifying or avoiding the
planned activity that causes the risk.
Transfer the risks by insurance or by contracting
out (“outsource”) the risk
Reduce the risk by implementing a system of
internal controls

Only these four options are available when we
would like to find an appropriate control over identified risks.

Section 3: Controls over risks
The concept “control” is defined by the [1] Information Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA) Glossary of Terms as follows: “The means of
managing risk, including procedures, guidelines,
practices or organizational structures, which can be
of an administrative, technical, management, or
legal nature. It is also used as a synonym for
safeguards or countermeasure.”
The controls are classified by the ISACA CISM
Review Manual [14] 2017 as it follows:
− Preventative controls: These controls reduce or
eliminate specific instances of vulnerability by
making the behavior impossible. They inhibit
attempts to violate security policy and include
such controls as access control enforcement,
encryption and authentication.
SEFBIS Journal No. 11. / 2017
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−

Corrective controls: These controls reduce impact by offsetting the impact of consequences
after the fact (for example back-up restore procedures are a corrective measure as they enable a system to be recovered if harm is so extensive that processing cannot continue without
recourse to corrective measures).
Detective controls: These controls warn of violations or attempted violations of security policy
and include such controls as audit trails, intrusion detection methods and checksums.

−

Compensating controls: These controls are internal controls that reduce the risk of an existing
or potential control weakness resulting in errors
and omissions; for example, adding a challenge
response component to weak access controls
can compensate for the deficiency and insurance can compensate for breach.

−

Deterrent controls: These controls reduce
threats by providing warnings and notices that
may influence the behavior and decisions of
threat actions. Examples include warning banners on login screens or offering rewards for the
arrest of hackers. Having deterrents in place can
also be useful for purposes of prosecution after
an event.

Some typical examples on these control classes:
− Compensating controls: Secondary authentication (e.g., code texted to phone after password is
entered)
− Corrective controls: Error correction, backup
media
− Detective controls: Audit log, intrusion detection
system, checksum
− Deterrent controls: Warning banners, posted
signs, rewards for arrest
− Preventative controls: Encryption, software
patches, password
Controls can also be identified by three methods of
implementation:
−

Managerial (administrative) controls apply to
processes and behaviors by people Examples:
policies, procedures, employee development
and compliance reporting.

−

−

Technical (logical) controls apply to information
systems, software and networks. Examples:
firewalls, intrusion detection systems, passwords and antivirus software.
Physical controls apply to facilities and spaces
within them. Examples: locks, fences,
closed-circuit (CC) TV and devices installed to
prevent access.

Based on the content of these control types, we can
say that the so called “managerial or administrative”
controls are closely linked to ISA. ISACA Glossary
of Terms [1] says about the administrative controls:
“The rules, procedures and practices dealing with
operational effectiveness, efficiency and adherence
to regulations and management policies.” As we
already stated, these controls are mostly connected
to ISA.
The most common and frequent control of ISA is
a regular ISA training covering every interested
parties. This regularity helps company’s compliance
efforts, because the company is able show clear
evidences of its ISA related activities in the form of
training materials, attendance sheets and test result
minutes which are beloved by auditors.
Naturally the traditional regular class room
training events without changing and exciting content will provide a decreasing effectiveness of controls. It is vital for companies to find some alternative ways of ISA increasing incentives. These alternative message-transmitting methods are not
limited to the following examples:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Social engineering tests provided by third party
training or consulting bodies
E-learning based interactive contents on ISA
Information security “escape room” group exercises (15)
ISA competitions or awareness days organised
internally
Company awards and trinkets for extraordinary
efforts in ISA popularization
IS case study presentations via CCTV or any
other multi-media channel
Social media usage (i.e. closed company pages
for ISA related contents)
Targeted ISA audits
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These ideas are just examples how we can avoid a
boring repetitive series of class room training
events. Sometimes the traditional class room type
events are contra-productive: The involved people
become demotivated, frustrated, malignant. As
every other idea, ISA concept need to be sold for
every interested parties, especially, if we want to get
people actively involved into prevention of IS accidents.

Conclusions and future research
The ISA related literature is very rich and very
slender at the same time. Numerous studies and
theories talk about ISA without valid definition. This
phenomenon is surprising in a scientific study but
isn’t unique.
There is a significant amount of domestic literature about ISA in Hungary and these are mainly
based on empirical studies of present ISA status.
These researches tries to define of ISA (maturity)
level in organizations [4, 6]. Utilising the results of
these studies we formed a definition on ISA.
Hopefully this generated concept can be used as a
solid basis for further research. We need to define
what would be the next research direction. We need
to broaden the research focus: How can we measure ISA level in organizations? How can we create
repeatable measurements? It seems we need to
concentrate on organizational maturity models involved into named methodologies like ITIL and/or
COBIT. Based on these models we can have an
opportunity to complete assessments in reference
organizations.
Further research questions (RQ):
− How to describe and assess ISA maturity level in
organizations?
− How to create an ISA maturity model providing
repeatable and precise measurements on ISA?
− How to provide evidence on ISA changes by
time (i.e. increase or decrease of ISA maturity)?
− Is there any significant difference on ISA maturity between public and private sectors?
− The size of an organization creates any difference on ISA maturity?

16

−

−

Sensitive industries (like finance and healthcare
sectors) provide a higher level of ISA maturity
than the low risk industries?
Can we have valid comparisons among companies on ISA maturity?

These exciting RQs are waiting for answers and if
we are able answer properly than we can provide
very important and informative feedbacks to company managements how and what kind of ISA programs need to finance for getting a higher level of
ISA maturity organization-wide.
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ABSTRACT
The aftereffects of the global economic crisis paired with the continuously ageing population are creating new
challenges in most of the developed countries. The financial sustainability and adequacy of the pension systems
are some of the most important economic and social questions of the recent years and probably of the coming
decades. A pension system that is based on the pay-as-you-go approach – like the one in Hungary – is especially sensitive to the ongoing structural changes in the population. To be able to face the arising challenges it is
important to understand the development of the demographic processes and the effects of the proposed reforms.
Thus, it is necessary to create long term demographic forecasts that allow the comparison of the different future
scenarios. We examine the parameters that have a significant effect on the development of the contributions and
pension cost, and can be realistically influenced by government reforms. We also describe the guidelines and
configuration possibilities of a microsimulation based forecasting system that fulfill the above-mentioned requirements. The goal of this paper is to summarize the results of the analyzes and demonstrate how these
findings can be put in practice through the Simulation Framework we are actively developing.

Introduction
In the recent years, the sustainability of the pension
system became one of the most pressing issues in
the developed countries. Even tough sustainability
is not a matter of question, since no developed
country can allow the elderly to fall into poverty. The
real question is: how is it possible to balance the
conflicting needs of the society. On one hand, it is
important to ensure the adequate living conditions
of the elderly but on the other hand, the financial
stability of the pension system must be maintained
without inducing additional burdens on the working

population. The ageing of the society continuously
changes the structure of the population so ensuring
this balance is a challenging task and it requires
caution. It is necessary to create long term demographic forecasts to aid the decision-making process regarding these issues. In the next chapter, we
will discuss the arising problems in detail while focusing mainly on the financial sustainability of unfunded systems. We will analyze both the circumstances and the proposed forecasting solution with
the help of Hungarian examples throughout the rest
of this paper.
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Challenges
In Hungary, it is a recurring thought that there will be
no pension in the future – especially among the
younger population. The people have low expectations about what the government can provide them
during their retirement, and start to reconsider their
career plans according to these expectations. Organizations that offer self-care oriented financial
constructions have it in their best interest to reinforce these thoughts and have significantly contributed to the currently prevailing views.
The reality on the other hand is that every OECD
country has a working pension system [1] without
any exceptions. It is true that the aftermath of the
global economic crisis and the ageing of the population are putting a great burden on the pension
systems, but this only means, that the countries
must accommodate to the changing circumstances.
Every OECD country adopted significant reform
packages between 2009 and 2013 [2] and most of
the countries continued the reforms between 2013
and 2015 too [1]. Governments cannot allow the
elderly population to fall into poverty. A way to ensure their acceptable living conditions is necessary,
thus some form of pension system must be present.
The challenge is to provide adequate income for
retirement while keeping the system financially
sustainable for the next generations. Most of the
pension plans in Central and Eastern European
countries are based on a so-called pay-as-you-go,
unfunded system: the pension expenses are covered by the contributions of the actively working
population. In case of funded or pre-funded plans
the contributions are invested in a fund to cover the
benefits of the individual later.
There are many hybrid systems too, but most of
them prioritizes one of the above solutions instead
of balancing them. Funded systems have a hard
time to fulfill the requirements for adequacy since
the future return of investments might not meet the
level of the future benefits to be payed. On the other
hand, in an unfunded system the future benefits are
fixed and can be calculated in advance, but the
financing of the benefits falls on the currently
working population. As the population ages this
burden continuously increases and while the ade18

quate income during retirement is secured the
system becomes significantly harder to sustain
financially. In this paper, we focus mainly on this
problem since the Hungarian pension system is
also based on unfunded plans.
It is important to understand how the burden on
the working population is going to develop in the
future. Population ageing is responsible for the
uncertainty about the future of the pay-as-you-go
systems. Virtually every country in the world experiences the same changes in the structure of its
population, though not with the same intensity. The
life expectancies are increasing while the fertility
rates decline thus the ratio of the elderly is increasing in the society. The process has started in
the most developed countries over a century ago
but in the less developed regions only in recent
years [3].
The increasing life expectancy is one of humanities greatest achievements and the decrease
in the number of children born is also positive in
some way. Having many children is preferable from
an evolutionary point of view: the more descendants
the better the chances are that the gene pool survives. As the society develops and the living conditions drastically improve this kind of biological survival becomes less of a concern since the death of a
young person is highly unlikely in a modern country.
A more realistic fear is whether one’s child can cope
with the rapidly changing circumstances and challenges of a modern society. However, unlike biological survival, the chances of this social survival
improve if more “resources” can be allocated to a
single child, that is, if there are less children in the
family. Overall, the ageing of the population is a
success story, but it changes the structure of the
population, thus leading to many economic and
social challenges that the countries must address.
As the population ages the ratio of the active
workers and pensioners continuously worsens. In
an unfunded system, this means that the pension
contributions of the working population can only
cover an ever-smaller part of the pension costs
every year. The deficit must be replaced from other
tax incomes resulting in an increasing burden on the
economy. With the changing circumstances the
unfunded pension systems might not be a viable
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choice in the future. The pay-as-you-go systems –
like the original system in Hungary – are based on
the pension system of Otto von Bismarck. The filled
part of Figure 1 shows how the age tree of the
Hungarian population looked like at the time of
Bismarck, and the outline shows the structure of the
population in 2015. An unfunded system worked

well with the old triangle shape from 1870, but in
present days the age tree basically turned upside
down. Apart from some special Hungarian features
(spikes I. and II. will be discussed later) most of the
developed countries went through similar changes
in the past century [3].

Figure 2 – The change of the Hungarian age tree from 1870 to 1950 (source: Hungarian Central Statistical Office)

Ageing is not the only factor overloading the pension system. The participation rate in the higher
education increases every year. Even in the case of
just a bachelor’s degree the individual will be – with
high probability – absent from the labour market for
additional three years, thus almost negating the
effects of the past decade’s increases in the retirement age limit. Moreover, many countries in
Central and Eastern Europe face the problem that a
significant portion of the graduates and the young
workforce migrates to the western countries.

It is clear, that most of the countries with an unfunded pension system will have to face some
challenges in the coming decades. However, in
Hungary extra caution is necessary since the special structure of the age tree can hide the negative
effects which would suddenly surface later. The
pine shape of the age tree is the result of the so
called “Ratkó Era”. Anna Ratkó was the Minister of
Health in Hungary from 1950 and her mandate got
terminated not long after the “Ratkó Law” – named
of her – got imposed in 1953. The legislation contained many reforms aimed at increasing the fertility
rate. While some parts of the law – like the in-
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creased maternity leave – were supporting the
families having children, the strict ban on abortion
was its most important feature. The law also legalized very strict sanctions regarding abortions [4].
Coupled with the lack of birth control options in the
era these reforms resulted in a great increase of the
TFR (Total Fertility Rate) of Hungary. Even though
the increase only lasted until the withdrawal of the
law in 1956, the result is clearly visible on the
structure of the Hungarian population. On figure 1
the spikes marked by I. represent the people born
during the Ratkó Era, who are also referred to as
“Ratkó children”. The spikes marked by II. represent
the children of this generation, the “Ratkó grandchildren”. It is important to note, that the second pair
of spikes is unusually big, considering that the TFR
dropped significantly after the withdrawal of the
Ratkó Law.
The reason, why the number of children born still
reached the same level as in the Ratkó Era is that in
1975 – at the time when the Ratkó Children reached
the age of child bearing – new reforms aimed at the
increase of the fertility rate were imposed. These
reforms boosted the number of childbirths at a time
when it would have been unnaturally higher than
normal, resulting in the unique pine shape of the
Hungarian age tree. Right now, the Ratkó children
are reaching the age of retirement and the Ratkó
grandchildren –the second spike– are still part of the
active population, so their number compensates the
increased pension expenses. However, the Ratkó
grandchildren are already past their ideal age of child
bearing, so it is unlikely that a third spike will appear
in the age tree, meaning that at the time, when they
“suddenly” retire around 2040, they will outnumber
the expected size of the active population.
Most of the countries must face the problems
arising due to the ageing of the population. Every
OECD country imposed pension related reforms in
the past few years [1-2], and will probably continue
to do so. It is necessary to forecast the ongoing
changes in the population and the expected effects
of the proposed or already active reforms to aid the
decision-making process of the governments.
However – as the example in the last paragraph
highlighted – it is important to create long term
forecasts of 50 or even 100 years to reveal hidden
20

characteristics of the examined system. The goal of
these forecasts is not to simply determine the future
value of some indicators, but to compare the effects
of the different proposed reform scenarios.
The forecasts of the scenarios should be comparable, so the error of the forecasts cannot differ
significantly. Fulfilling such a requirement can be
troublesome considering the scale of the structural
changes in the population, since the possible intervention strategies of the government could be very
diverse. Unfunded pension systems might not even
be financially viable in a few decades. For example, it
the goal is to estimate the pension costs there are
multiple approaches: it is possible to fit a trend or use
regression to estimate future costs based on past
values on the macro level or do the same thing but
on the micro level and estimate the pension costs of
individuals. It is hard to implement the effects of the
different reforms in both cases, and depending on
the implementation the errors can differ significantly.
Another approach might be to forecast the population on the micro level, estimate multiple properties of
the individuals and calculate the pension costs from
these properties in a deterministic way based on the
rule set of the actual proposed reform. This way the
actual error of the estimations could be – but not
necessarily – higher than in the other two cases
before, but the error of the different scenarios would
be approximately equal, thus allowing the comparison of effects.
A very detailed dataset is necessary to estimate
multiple properties of the individuals on the micro
level. Such a forecast uses serious computing capacity, but the level of detail allows us to implement
connections between certain properties and the
environment of the entity. For example, the education of an individual influences the future income or
the mortality rates correlate with the family status.
There is also obvious causality between career
choices of the parents and children. However, traditional forecasting methods cannot achieve the
level of detail to implement these connections or
ensure the equality of the estimation errors.
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Forecasting methodology
Demographic forecasting methods can be classified
based on the level of detail they operate at. The
simplest estimations are based on historical, macro
level values – like the size of the population – and
forecast them by fitting a trend or using regression.
Traditional approaches like the cohort-component
method create groups from the population based on
some properties of the individuals – usually gender
and age – and represent the groups by the number
of their members. The model is then iterated for
some years and in every iteration the group sizes
change based on a transition probability matrix.
Agent models on the other hand simulate actions
and interactions between so called agents that can
be individuals or groups of entities. The property
changes of the agents during the iteration steps can
occur according to rules or algorithms based on
empirical data or statistical probabilities. Microsimulation can be considered as the most detailed, special case of the agent models, where
every agent is an individual.
The implementation of the above-mentioned
methods gets increasingly difficult as we approach
the more micro level solutions. There are many
statistical packages (i.e.: R, SPSS) that can be used

for estimations through regression in a matter of
seconds. Cohort-component solutions can be done
in a simple spreadsheet since every iteration step is
basically just a matrix multiplication. Agent models –
and especially microsimulation – on the other hand
require high level of software development skills
and serious computing capacity.
Microsimulation has been used as a tool for
demographic forecasting since the 50s [5], but it has
not spread widely because of the implementation
challenges. With the rapid development of technology computing capacity became less of a concern and many microsimulation based models were
implemented in recent years [6]. For example, the
Hungarian Central Statistical Office is using such
solutions since 1988 [7]. However, these implementations are most of the time ad-hoc since the
complexity of the required program can be significantly reduced if it focuses simply on the actual
questions. This means, that most of these programs
are difficult to modify and reuse, thus it is more
beneficial for a researcher to implement a
brand-new solution for his or her needs. Many
valuable resource is lost because of this
re-inventing approach.

Figure 3 – Schematic representation of a microsimulation based demographic forecasting model
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Microsimulation works on the entity level, and it
follows the life cycle of every single individual in the
system (Figure 2). In the case of Hungary this
means the modelling of approximately ten million
entities and iterating them for every year of the estimation. A microsimulation based model can still be
beneficial despite the difficulties described above.
This method allows the user to implement complex
logical rules and algorithms that modify the properties of individuals in every iteration step, thus the
model can be easily extended by adding new rules
and properties. In case of the cohort-component
method the introduction of every new property increases the number of dimensions of the transition
probability matrix. After 4 or 5 properties, the
probability values become too small and the size of
the matrix will make it impractical for calculations. In
our case the main benefit of the microsimulation is
that it produces such a detailed dataset estimation
that would otherwise only be obtainable by further
data collections. This level of detail allows us to
calculate indicators – like the total pension cost – in
a deterministic way from the forecasted population,
thus allowing the comparison of the effects of different reform propositions.

Data structure
Acquiring appropriate data is one of the hardest
tasks in demographic forecasting. In many cases
the required data collections do not even exist.
Detailed medical statistics are a good example:
even if the dataset exists, it might not be available
due to privacy reasons. On top of these, the quality
of accessible datasets is often questionable since
the hospitals use different systems and in many
cases the process of data collection is a significant
burden on the one filling out the form. For example,
the doctors in Hungary are required to fill out a
rather complex form about the exact cause of a
patient’s death. The questions to be answered include the basic properties of the patient (age,
gender, family status etc.), up to four levels of
causes that led to death and the internationally used
BNO codes of the mentioned diseases. Considering
how stressful a job in medicine usually is, it is understandable that the resulting datasets end up
inaccurate. Overall, it is important to map and verify
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every available dataset that is relevant for demographic forecasting. For this reason, we started to
work on a data register that will include the sources,
the quality, and the general description of Hungarian datasets, that might be included in a forecasting
model. It is important to note, that we are actively
working on our own forecasting model and the data
register, but the detailed description of these features is outside the scope of this paper.
In this chapter, we want to discuss the structure
of the datasets in a microsimulation based model
through a simple example, while also clarifying the
terminology we use throughout the rest of the paper.
We use the term demographic forecasting for every
part of our simulation outside of the exact pension
calculations, even though some modules of our
model – like education or career – might not be
considered as a part of demography traditionally.
We divide our input data into two categories: attributes (or properties) and parameters.
The simulation is based on the development of
the different attributes of the individuals through the
iteration years. The attributes used in our model are
displayed on Figure 3, but for the sake of keeping
the visualization simple we excluded attributes related to other individuals (e.g.: parents, children).
The initial values of the attributes can be based on
any wide spread data collection like census or micro
census. The parameters are required to determine
how the attributes of an individual will change in the
next iteration step based on other attributes. Figure
3 shows the connections between attributes in a
simplified version of our model. We chose to present this version, because – without an interactive
display – it would be difficult to comprehend the
network of connections between more attributes.
The arrows represent the direction of correlation
between two attributes and the set of incoming
arrows to a certain attribute is either a transition
probability matrix or a collection of rules based on
different parameters.
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are based upon is similar to that of the transition
matrices, thus it might be necessary to forecast the
changes in the rules too, though it is less likely.

Simulation Framework

Figure 4 – Connections between the properties of an
individual in a simple microsimulation model

In the case of the transition probability matrices the
change of the target property is decided based on
the probabilities of the matrix. The set of dashed
arrows on Figure 3 for example represents the table
of mortality rates. Whether the individual survives
for the next iteration is decided according to these
rates. The parameters can be constant values (the
probability of newborns being male has been relatively constant in the past few decades), but most of
the time they are time varying, thus it is necessary
to forecast the parameters before the actual simulation of the population. The forecasting methodology is highly dependent on the type of the parameter. For example, the mortality rates depend on
multiple factors (age and gender in our case)
alongside the time component, so it is a good practice to use single value decomposition (SVD) and
only forecast the time varying vector part instead of
the whole transition probability matrix [8].
The dotted lines on the other hand are parts of
the rules determining the income of the individual.
Since the income is a quantitative attribute, it cannot
be determined through state transition probabilities.
On top of that, in our model the development of an
individual’s income is not a Markov process, so the
income of a given iteration step is dependent on
more than the attributes of the last iteration. Namely,
the income is effected by how the individual
changed workspaces or has been unemployed in
the past few years. Of course, the data that the rules

Data collection and verification is a demanding part
of any forecasting but the implementation challenges are unique to the micro level forecasts.
Creating a microsimulation system requires high
level of programming skills and serious computing
capacity, but the complexity of the system can be
significantly reduced if it only realizes a single
model, instead of allowing a wide range of configuration options. For this reason, most of the microsimulation solutions are ad-hoc programs that
are difficult to reuse in any other research, even if it
is for the same country. Our goal is to create a
complex Simulation Framework that allows the
implementation of our model while also aiding other
researchers interested in microsimulation based
demographic forecasting. We will not go into technical details in this paper, instead, we will introduce
the thought process behind development, and the
three main requirements our framework had to fulfill.
First of all, the framework must be fast. If not
properly optimized, the microsimulation of a population of 10 million people for 50 iteration years can run
for days on a personal computer. In the age of rapidly
developing technologies when even a smart phone
can run complex algorithms in the matter of seconds,
it is understandably hard to comprehend for someone not proficient in software development why a
program must run for such a long time. Thus, to improve the acceptance of our framework –and for the
other obvious advantages– it is important to keep the
runtimes as low as possible. For this reason, our
software is based on a parallel architecture [9] and
we payed special attention to use the theoretically
fastest solutions whenever it was possible.
Having a fast system is relatively meaningless if
it is only used for a fixed problem and will only run a
few times, thus flexibility is at least as important as
speed. The Simulation Framework must be modular
and it should allow the user to implement any desired model algorithm. A static simulation simulates
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the changes in the individual’s properties, but does
not change the set of individuals in the system. This
approach can only work for short term estimations,
while for longer forecasts a dynamic model is necessary. A dynamic microsimulation model needs at
least death and birth modules, but more complex
implementations even include relationships between the individuals (e.g.: parent-child relationships, partnership). There are many more important
features that might be necessary like education,
career, health, ethnicity, or migration. Models can
vary significantly based on the implemented features, so the more limitations there are in the
framework, the less likely that it can be used to
solve another problem or that another researcher
might find it useful.
Overall, the main goal of the Simulation
Framework is to overcome the difficulties of a micro
level demographic forecasting system that prevent
this approach to become wide-spread. If the learning curve of the framework is too steep, then it is not
an easier alternative to learning programming from
scratch, thus the ease of use is an important requirement. We created a framework that can be
configured through a few simple forms and by creating tables in an Excel sheet following some basic
rules.
The framework must allow the user to implement
any kind of logic in the system without limitations,
while not being too complicated. We solved this
conflict by hiding the main algorithm behind the
scenes and creating a layer of a simple, procedural
programming language above it. Our approach
uses a block based, graphical programming interface – similar to the ones used for children to learn
programming – to allow the user to create any kind
of logic for the iteration step function of the individuals. However, the user never gets in contact
with parallel algorithms that control the simulation
process. Also, the blocks the users see are often
responsible for seemingly simple functions but
contain pages of very complex, optimized code.
We developed a Simulation Framework that fulfills the above-mentioned requirements. The system
is used to improve our forecasting model, and test
the different scenarios. We continuously aim to
improve the framework by testing it, fixing bugs and
24

upgrading its documentation. The regularly maintained source code can be downloaded from
GitHub.

Configuration
The long-term goal of our research is to aid the
comparison of the proposed pension reforms.
However, there are no perfect forecasts, so it is
important to examine different scenarios of the
demographic processes and compare the effect of
the reforms for each scenario. This means, that the
framework must be configured on two different levels, so the basic settings and the ones that vary
between scenarios can be separated. In this
chapter, we examine parameters that can have a
significant – direct or indirect – effect on the financing of the pension system. We concentrate our
analysis on parameters which can be realistically
influenced by government decisions, thus allowing
us to examine a wider range of possible reform
combinations.
The age limit of retirement is of particular interest
among these parameters. The reforms can result in
the change of the scale of contributions or pensions,
or the whole calculation mechanism can be altered.
There are changes that do not have a significant
impact on the development of an individual’s life
path, and there are ones – like changing the unfunded plan to a funded version – whose impact
cannot be estimated. However, the age limit is
somewhere in between the two options. The increase in the work years for older people might
result in continuously lower performance and the
increase of disability pensions, thus decreasing the
expected benefits of the change. These effects can
be modeled based on health care statistics. Another
effect – that is more difficult to model – could be the
changed long-term plans of fresh graduates. The
worse retirement expectations might amplify the
migration of young work force from the country.
The increase in fertility rate could compensate
the decrease of the active worker and pensioner
ratio, and the Ratkó Era highlighted that government choices can drastically influence the fertility
rate. It is questionable though whether it is advisable to significantly alter natural processes, seeing
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the negative long term effects of the era. Similar to
this approach, we cannot forget that – purely
mathematically – the increase of the mortality
among the elderly would have the same effect. An
epidemic might affect the elderly more, than the rest
of the population, but such occurrences are impossible to forecast.
Increasing the productivity of the active population can solve the financial challenges of the pension system. Influencing the economy in a positive
way is a fundamental task of a government and
improvement is pursued in many ways, but analyzing these is outside the scope of this paper.
However, economic regulations are not the only
way to improve productivity. In an information society developing and supporting the education system will lead to more effective workers and to better
career paths.
On the other hand, improving the capabilities of
the younger population could further facilitate the
migration of the graduates to the west, if the salaries
do not increase accordingly. Even though outward
migration further worsens the active worker and
pensioner ratio, the immigration slightly compensates for that. For example, as the borders opened
back in 1990 many Hungarians living across the
border migrated from Transylvania to Hungary,
reducing the effects of the aging population. Considering the immigration waves of the past years
from the middle-east, a demographic forecasting
must include the possible migration trends. However, it also important to examine the quality of the
incoming work force as they tend to have much
lower education than the ones emigrating to the
west.

Output
The output of the Simulation Framework is a dataset of such detail that would otherwise only be obtainable by repeated data collections. In the case of
a Hungarian simulation we have 10 million entities
as the initial population, and we are forecasting for
50 years. The size of the simulated population increases monotonically, since we must keep track of
the deceased individuals (e.g.: for calculating widow
pensions). Once the simulation finished, the dataset

can be used to calculate the indicators of interest. In
this chapter, we will show the result of such a calculation. It is important to note, that this display is
purely demonstrational. We used a smaller, unfinished model and some of our input datasets are not
properly verified yet. We want to introduce the capabilities of the above described framework, but the
current output should not be the basis of any
demographic or economic analysis.
For this demonstration, we chose to use the data
from the Hungarian micro census of 2005 – that is
accessible from the Hungarian Central Statistical
Office – as our initial population. Even though the
census data of 2011 would be more accurate, the
data processing of the 2016 micro census is still in
progress, and the results are expected to be
available in May of 2017. Thus, we determined, that
it would be more beneficial to test our framework
with a dataset that is more similar to the one we will
probably use in our final model. Apart from being
the newest wide-spread Hungarian data collection,
another important feature of the micro census of
2016 is – that unlike any former census before – it
also contained questions regarding migration.

Figure 5 - Estimated effects of the increase in retirement
age in Hungary (simulation result)

Though the initial population of the demonstrated
model is from 2005, the parameter estimations are
based on datasets up to 2015 (e.g.: mortality rate,
fertility rate). The Hungarian age limit for retirement
changed from 62 years to 65 years since 2012. We
simplified this change and examined how the finances of the pension system would have developed with or without this change. Figure 4 shows
the development of the difference between the total
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contributions and the total pension costs. It is clear,
that with such a simple implementation, the change
in the age limit will result in the decrease of the
pension costs and the increase of the contributions.
In reality, the change would affect the number of
early retirements and the number of new disability
pensions, thus reducing the distance between the
two graphs. In this model, the main effect of the age
limit change was simply that the time, when other
tax sources became necessary to cover the pension
costs, got delayed by 5 years.
Overall, this example shows the capabilities of
the framework. By implementing health care or family statistics in the model, an even more precise
forecast can be achieved and other hidden connections might surface. The shark tooth like effect on the
top graph comes from the inaccuracy of the simulation since the age limit got changed by half a year
every year between 2012 and 2017, but the model
only counts years for the individual’s age instead of
months or days. It is important that the different inputs and outputs are equally accurate, otherwise,
such strange phenomenon might appear.

Summary
The ageing of the society continuously changes the
structure of the population and these changes create new challenges that the governments must
face. It is necessary to create long-term forecasts to
understand the development of the demographic
processes and support the decision making. The
different reform propositions can only be compared
if the error of the different forecasts is approximately
equal. We proposed that by moving from traditional
macro level demographic forecasts to micro level
solutions the indicators of interest – like the pension
costs or contributions – could be calculated from the
properties of an individual in a deterministic way.
Thus, the demographic forecast would define the
error of the estimation and it would allow the comparison of different pension calculation rules.
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We examined the difficulties of creating an adequately detailed population forecast through the
microsimulation approach. We introduced our own
Simulation Framework that can fulfill the requirements of speed, flexibility, and ease of use, thus
allowing the analysis and comparison of multiple
forecasted scenarios with low resource costs (e.g.:
time, computing capacity). Our forecasting model is
still a work in progress, however, we laid the
groundwork of our future research and by developing the Simulation Framework and summarizing
our findings we hope to facilitate the work of other
researchers and demographers.
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ABSTRACT
The following paper contains a small part of a three years study on the effects of software vulnerabilities on the
economy and the society, with the support of Hungarian Scientific Research Fund (project number: PD-109740).
This paper summarizes the basic examination methodology of IT-vulnerabilities, the research environment and
the basic end-user effects based on a sample basket of the most commonly used client software products.
Finally, it defines trust within the ICT environment, and summarizes the most important solutions for keeping up
trust in this more and more dangerous environment.

Introduction
The Infocommunication Technologies (ICT) are
more and more affecting our lives. The application
of these technology drivers covers both the homes
and the economy. We take their presence as
granted. They are parts of the everyday infrastructural services. Therefore their deficiency or absence
can so severely affect the economic role-players or
households as the missing of any other critical infrastructural resources. If we add to this that these
technologies include and preserve nearly the whole
information wealth whether it is official or governmental data or family photo album, we can see that
their perfect secure operation to be maintained can
be considered as a public interest.
The permanently traceable digital convergence,
i.e. the information and data handling, communicational value producing, moreover entertaining and
other functions are concentrating in to less and less
devices that is increasing the operational failure
risks of the systems. The less number of devices
used for the necessary functions, the more critical
their optional failure will be.
The problems, deficiencies of these areas are
primarily approached the technological side, although
the system failure deficiency or even willingly carried
out attack can have a strong spill-over effects in the
economy and the society.

These deficiencies can cause great harms, and we
could say that their avoidance is basically a technology or IT task. This can be considered true, but
we cannot ignore some serious complementing
circumstances. For the measurement of these effects practically there is no unified methodology it
would be important to be able to express them in a
quantified form.
On the one hand a methodology is needed for
the technological investments and the funding of
protection measures, as neither on governmental
nor on company level generally the experts making
decisions the frame numbers have an IT-degree,
thus it is exceptionally important that we make the
problems understandable for them. On the other
hand, the general social confidence towards ICT
has been decreasing by the inappropriate problem
handling, which endangers the strategies aiming at
modernization and digital literacy.
A three year research concerning the effects of
IT and network vulnerabilities on economy and
society has begun in 2013 which is implemented by
the author in ligament with the Foundation for Information Society with the correspondence of the
National Cybersecurity Center and the support of
Hungarian Scientific Research Fund (project number: PD-109740).
The aim of the project is that the data obtained
during existing and future cooperation carried out
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with CERT, should be compared to the secondary
data sources reflecting the IT-knowledge of the
national economy. In the framework of the primer
research, the project would assess the real effects
of IT-vulnerability in the operation of the economic
and public role-players and thus it would evaluate
the effects that could be caused by the resulting
risks and their inappropriate handling in the economic performance.
The first research objective is to examine the
topic at an end-user level. Taking into consideration
that the current hardware and software tools of the
population as well as their IT-knowledge and
readiness, the research attempts to find an answer
how these IT-risks can influence the lives of the
users related to availability and functionality of the
tools and systems used by them.

A World connected as never before
In this digital era we can speak about a hyperconnected society. Just Google reported over 500
million new android activations per year and 40%
percent of the globes total (over 7 billion) population
is connected to the internet.
Internet users, according to the United Nations
International Telecommunications Union (ITU,
2014), are expected to hit 3 billion by the end of
2014, which accounts for about 40 per cent of the
world’s population. Among those users, over three
quarters are from developed countries while
two-thirds come from the developing world. Moreover, people from developing countries make up for
more than 90 per cent of those who are not yet
using the Internet. For further details see Figure 1.
In Africa, about one-fifth of the population will
have access to the Internet; while in the Americas,
nearly two-thirds of the population will be online by
the end of the year. Further, Europe has the highest
Internet penetration rate of 75 per cent, while the
AsiaPacific region has the largest population of
Internet users.
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(Source: ITU, 2014)
Figure 1: World internet penetration in 2014

Turning to mobile-broadband penetration, the
number of its subscriptions will achieve 2.3 billion
globally. 55 per cent of them are expected to be in
the developing world. As shown in the ITU statistics,
mobile-broadband remains the fastest growing market
segment, with continuous double-digit growth rates in
2014. In addition, Africa takes the lead in its growth,
from 2 percent in 2010 to almost 20 percent in 2014.

The burdens of cyber-attacks
Cybercrime is a growth industry. The returns are
great, and the risks are low. According to experts
estimate (CSIS-McAfee, 2014) the likely annual
cost to the global economy from cybercrime is more
than $400 billion. A conservative estimate would be
$375 billion in losses, while the maximum could be
as much as $575 billion. Even the smallest of these
figures is more than the national income of most
countries and governments and companies underestimate how much risk they face and how far
the spillover effects go not only in the corporate or
the government sector but in the world of end users
and the whole society.
Deciding what counts as cybercrime affects the
size of any estimate. Most estimates contain both
direct and indirect costs, and data used that takes
into account the loss of intellectual property, the
theft of financial assets and sensitive business information, opportunity costs, additional costs for
securing networks, and the cost of recovering from
cyberattacks, including reputational damage to the
hacked company. These additional indirect costs
show the full effect of cybercrime on the global
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economy. International agreement on a standard
definition of cybercrime would improve the ability to
collect consistent data.
Even a broad definition leaves out important
nonmonetary effects on innovation, common trust in
ICT, digital literacy, national defense, and the
long-term competitiveness of societies, countries or
companies.
Most incidents go unreported. Few companies
come forward with information on losses. When
Google was hacked in 2010, another 34 Fortune
500 companies in sectors as diverse as information
technology and chemicals also lost intellectual
property. (Cha-Nakashima, 2010) Some of the information on the incident only came to light from
documents made public by WikiLeaks. Only one
other company reported that it had been hacked
along with Google, and it supplied no details on the
effect. Similarly, when a major US bank lost several
million dollars in a cyber-incident it publicly denied
any loss, even when law enforcement and intelligence officials confirmed it in private.
The lack of data means that any dollar amount
for the global cost of cybercrime is an estimate
based on incomplete data. A few nations have
made serious efforts to calculate their losses from
cybercrime (mainly in the developed world), but
most have not. Most studies assume that the cost of
cybercrime is a constant share of national income,
adjusted for levels of development. The calculations
are based on the likely global cost by looking at
publicly available data from individual countries,
buttressed by interviews with government officials
and experts.
High-income countries lost more as a percent of
GDP, perhaps as much as 0.9% on average. This
may simply reflect better accounting, but rampant
underreporting means that actual losses may be
higher. For developing economies where IP plays a
smaller economic role, the losses averaged 0.2% of
GDP. The average loss among all countries for
which we found data was 0.5% of GDP.
The data quality on losses is very heterogeneous.
Certain resources assume for example that losses
in the EU totaled only $16 billion, far less than
anyone would estimate, while others speak about

almost a trillion dollars. (CSIS-McAfee, 2014) Under
such circumstances it is very difficult to give any
well-established calculations. The problem is even
worse in the developing world, where most governments do not collect any data on incidents and
losses at all.

Broken shields: SW vulnerabilities
What is the security vulnerability? Most people think
this would be an easy question to answer, but in fact
it turns out not to be. For the context used in the
software security industry, vulnerability is a security
exposure that results from a product weakness that
the product developer did not intend to introduce
and should fix once it is discovered.
The security vulnerability is a weakness in a
product that could allow an attacker to compromise
the integrity, availability, or confidentiality of that
product. It can be seen as a flaw, weakness or even
an error in the system that can be exploited by an
attacker in order to alter the normal behavior of the
system. Because the number of software systems
increases everyday also the number of vulnerabilities. Additionally, if we consider that most of the
systems are exposed to multiple users (internet)
and environments (operating systems for example)
then it is just a matter of time that someone can
launch an attack (sequence of actions) whose
consequences are unpredictable in damages and
cost. Usually the goal of an attacker is to gain some
privileges in the system to take control of it or to
obtain valuable information for its own benefit. Then
it is important for the developers and general public
to know about vulnerabilities and their prevention
and detection. These vulnerabilities are present in
the commonly used consumer and business software products form operation systems to browsers,
from document management software to
video/music players, making it possible for potential
attacker to access.

Vulnerability research
In this part of the research contains an attempt to
establish a methodology for the stochastic risk
analysis of computer terminals (clients) knowing
that the time series of these events are generally
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not available, in many cases not even the entire
event space is unable to be obtained. To reach our
goals we developed a model to analyze the security
risks of IT systems based on the three known risk
analysis methodology (quantitative, qualitative,
stochastic). In this model the examinations are
based on real-life vulnerability data, and the desired
outcome is to identify how certain IT environments
are affected by the vulnerabilities on the accessible
vulnerability lists.
The basic phenomenon here is the probability of
occurance. The expected value can be defined as
the product of the damage caused and the perceived probability of occurrence, in case both values are known or can be calculated.
The probability of occurrence – based on the
definition of BME Security Management Research
Group (SMRG, 2003) – is the likelihood that an
event (incident) - the threat based on the identified
vulnerability – is realized in the form of an attack.
There are multiple methodologies to calculate the
effective damage:
−
−
−
−

The difference between the first total value of the
residual value (loss of tangible value)
Re-production value (new value)
The costs of the elimination of the outcomes
(recovery value)
The damage of intangible assets (loss of intangible value) (goodwill, consumer trust, etc.)

Most threats affect certain IT applications, database
management tools, operating systems, so the first
task is to properly define the baseline "IT environment" on which the further investigations are carried
out. All software elements used for the IT activity of
the chosen target group - applications, middleware,
database management systems, operating systems,
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plug-in software, firmware, etc. – are part of this system. In the further investigations these elements are
arranged in defined IT_ENVi sets like end-user,
smartphone, corporate clients, government clients,
etc.. These groups are defined by choosing a certain
mix of compulsory elements of the environment - such
as an operating system - and optional elements - such
as middleware. Now the certain IT_ENVi environments and threats can be associated.
To determine the involvement of the certain
IT_ENVi environments in the system above, a database has been built first from the vulnerability data
of PTA CERT-Hungary National Cybersecurity
Center (2010.01-2013.06), then - after the central
restructuring of CERT-Hungary in the last year directly from the US-CERT event database
(2013.07).
The structure of the database is based on the
SANDIA classification system from 1998, which is
the predecessor of the official taxonomy used by
CERT under the name of Common Language Security Incident Taxonomy. (See Figure 2.) The database content is based on a complex research and
data collection work within several independent
resources:
−

−
−
−

The National Vulnerability Database operated by
US-Cert (USA Homeland Security) As the main
software vendors and software vulnerabilities
and are international, this resource is appropriate to fulfill the research needs on any market.
The vulnerability database of Secunia Advisories
Mitre.org – Common Weakness Enumeration
(CWE)
Vendor reactions and data (based on internet
search)
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Figure 2: CERT - Common Language Security Incident Taxonomy (ENISA, 2014)

Connecting vulnerability data
To assess how exposed endpoints are, the types of
products typically found on an endpoint are analyzed. Security software vendors like Secunia,
Kaspersky, F-Secure, Symantec and Sophos are
gathering anonymous data from scans of the millions of private computers which have their protection software installed. The computer of a typical
end-user has an average of 75 programs installed
on it. Naturally, there are country- and region-based
variations regarding which programs are installed.
Therefore, for the sake of clarity, a representative
portfolio of the 50 most common products found on
a typical computer has been assembled and the
most used operating system has been identified.
These 50 programs are comprised of 33 Microsoft
programs and 17 non-Microsoft (third-party) programs.

The most commonly used OS in the previous year
has been the Windows 7, although Windows XP,
Vista, and Win8 are also gain a measurable market
share. The number of vulnerabilities discovered in
these products has been, 102 for 7, 99 for XP, 102
for Vista, and 156 for 8. The high number of vulnerabilities in Windows 8 is due to the fact that
Windows 8 has Adobe Flash Player integrated into
Internet Explorer. This integration is responsible for
a high portion of the vulnerabilities (55) detected in
that operating system.
The Microsoft part of the sample contain software products like Internet Explorer, .NET, Office
products, Silverlight, XML Services, Media player,
Defender etc. The top 3rd party products within the
sample are Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Oracle
Java, Adobe Reader/FlashPlayer/Air/Shockwave,
Apple iTunes/Quicktime, VLC Player, Skype, etc.
These software products are commonly present on
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end-user computers, and they are heavily defining
user experience and common trust towards ICT.
Figure 3. above represents the severity of the certain vulnerabilities. Severity is levels are based on
the damage potential of a successful exploit. It
raises the probability and danger of successful attacks that 87% of the vulnerabilities above can be
exploited through a remote network access. In case
of end-user group it is highly improbable, that a
potential attacker accesses the local network (except for hacking a WIFI from the street) or gaining
direct local access to the computer. To do this a
physical break-in is needed to the users home,
which is more difficult to realize than creeping into
an office building.

Figure 3: The distribution of vulnerability severity
within the end-user sample 2014.

The common solution for discovered vulnerabilities
are patches. Vendors try to correct the errors as
soon as possible in most cases. In case of the most
commonly used end-user programs, the vendors
affected are multinational players who usually provide solution within one day from discovery.

WinXP, or IE6 it can happen that no solution is arriving. In these cases the only possibilities are the
tricks above or changing to a supported generation
of the software.
The most dangerous scenario is that an attacker
can exploit a vulnerability before it is discovered by
the vendor/IT community, so that developers have
not had time to address and patch. This is called
a zero-day attack, because the programmer has
had zero days to fix the flaw. Luckily zero-days
are quite rare. In the last year from the total 1208
vulnerabilities only 10 has proven to be
zero-days, so the exploit begun before preparing
a proper solution.

Effects on Trust
New technology is a central part of economic development. However, transformation in economic
possibilities through new technology often creates
social tensions and new questions in parallel.
Unless we recognize and address the social challenges related to digital information, there is a risk
that opportunities to use it are missed.
Trust in an important feature which underpins the
use and value of new technologies and therefore can
support the development of a digital economy. Businesses can build trust at an individual level by implementing good practices. However, good practices
need to be underpinned by clear social expectations
and legal obligations. We identify four essential elements to building broader trust around digital information. To be very harsh there is a huge gap between
the way the current security solutions and the requirements of the normal end user.
The common user has these requirements:

Figure 4: Patch availability within end-user sample 2014.

In certain cases the vulnerability affects a structural
part of the software product, where it is much more
difficult to solve the problems. That is why the
patches are delayed in 2% percent of the cases, or
there is no patch at all. In these cases usually there
is an alternate solution: for example switching out or
avoiding certain functions until the new main version is released where the error is corrected.
Of course in case of discontinued products, like
32

−

−

−

Don’t think, just click: Users don’t want to be
bothered with anything that stands in the way of
what they want to do. It won’t work.
Someone else must protect me: Users assume
that their computer keeps them safe from all
harm. Or their virus scanner. Or their ISP, or
faceboogle, or their government. But at the
same time, these appointed chaperones must
respect their privacy.
For free: Of course, users don’t want to pay for
anything.
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One might call it unfair of these users, however,
mostly they are not to blame. It’s what has been
promised time after time, albeit never delivered.
Trust is binary. When people use a technology,
install an app, visit the web, either they trust it sufficiently to give identifying details, or they don’t and
refrain from using that thing.
Trust decisions can change at any time. It can be
friends, family, the local IT guy or the ISP who is
able to change a user’s trust decision. Or it can be
an error on the screen to spark distrust. It can be a
learned behavior as well: “There is this green bar,
so it is OK.” There is no rational thought process
behind it.
To minimize the negative effects at the end user
side one key point is the communication. Communicating risks, possible outcomes, and the things
needed to do is one way to preserve trust. For
example to minimize the negative effects of a security breach transparency and communication is
key, as clients are often more concerned with how
an organization responds to a breach than the fact
that it occurred. The reason for the mistrust mostly
is not because a vendor ort a service got hacked.
People know that people get hacked. The problem
with the lack of proper communication is that people
lose faith, that the target knows that happened and
knows how to take care of it.
The second thing is to make users to do their
part of the job within the restoration process: use
and install the patches and/or new main versions.
According to this research is case of the most
commonly used end-user software product like
browsers or pdf reader applications the proportion
of unpatched products can reach 30-50%, because
it is not a must for further usage.

The third solution is to apply “no-brain” security
measures within these products: automatic patching and updates can be the answer, together with
the impossibility of use of the compromised version.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the applied IT solutions during the operation of factories is to support the manufacturing workflow
and the strategic decision making of company managers. We reviewed the industrial techniques in nowadays
and the newest trends (“Industrial Internet”, “Industry 4.0”) which are based on the idea of “Internet of things”. In
our research, we have analyzed the economical background, the multinational and local platforms of Industry 4.0
and the new IT techniques, which support Industry 4.0. In the second part of our paper, we have investigated two
case studies, which are related to the wood industrial companies. We have summarized the company’s problems, environments, and given possible solutions for their problems.

Introduction
Substantial technological advances appeared in the
industrial sector in the last years. Developments are
based on the “Internet of things” (IoT) idea, called
as “Industry 4.0” in Europe. The name is referring to
the phenomena that many experts think this is the
4th industrial revolution. The goal of these projects is
to create live connections among all industrial machines, tools and the decentralized units. Some
techniques and tools, e.g., sensors, big data, cloud
computing, real-time capability, virtualization and
artificial intelligence, support the IT developments
also [1]. The decision making in the industry will be
automated and quick because of the new methods
and tools. The following section introduces these
techniques and their possibilities in the industrial
sector.
After this, we are focusing on the wood industrial
sector. We have chosen two wood industrial companies. Their problems will be demonstrated in the
following section. Their main goal is to reduce their
costs and waste. Therefore, they must (1) integrate
their separated systems, (2) collect their data from
different sources, (3) analyse their data (4) connect
their machines to each other, (5) control their
processes etc. We are collaborating with several
34

companies in the wood industrial sector helping
them to reach the high level of integration. The last
section concludes the paper.

Integration and “Industrial Internet”
The meaning of the Industry 4.0 is the following:
extended data collector, data processing, visualization and control system, that is integrated with
Internet technologies in an industrial environment.
This system has a close connection with the
physical integrated environment, and gives information and optimizes about the operation of the
plant. The operation of the system will function more
effective because of the following reasons:
−
−

the system can’t function better just because of
the connection and the availability of the data,
that’s why it is needed such an important system
part, that can make more effective the operation
of the whole system with the using of the data,
and it needs less human intervention.

The configured system with the objectives of the
Industry 4.0 is a distributed and extensive IT system
and its related physical system, in that the IT part is
intervening in the operation of the physical part by
the collected information (CPS, Cyber Physical
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Systems). In the previous and existing (outdated)
industrial systems, the earlier mentioned intervention of the workers doesn’t dare to commit fully to
the machine, that’s why generally a human decision
terminates the production process. Further goals,
that the optimization of the operation of the system:
in case of failures, it can work effective thereby it
pays attention to the cost effectiveness and the
prevention of the unexpected events. Every IoT
solution collects data, that leads to the analysing of
the data. The analytics results interventions or actions, which lead to increase outcomes or decrease
cost or both of them.
As we mentioned, the goal of the companies is
to reach the higher level of integration. There are
two parts of integration: horizontal and vertical [2].
The horizontal integration means that the company

and its partners (suppliers, customers etc.) are in
one integrated system. The products can be tracked
and traced from the suppliers to the costumers. The
vertical integration means that every machine in the
factory are connected to the decentralized centres
[3]. These machines’ data are the bases of the
managers’ analyses. These computes may be run
in the cloud, because this computing is one of the
Industry 4.0’s techniques. The analyzation of big
data collection becomes simpler this way. In Fig. 1,
we can see the levels and types of integration from
the viewpoint of a traditional business model. The
supply chains contain a set of firms, that is working
together to deliver value by transforming raw material into a finished product [4].

Figure 6. The supply chain (left side) and the levels of integration

New IT techniques at industrial field
In this subsection, we introduce new IT techniques,
which support the 4th industrial revolution.

Big Data
Everything can be measured by sensors in the
factory, so the sensors collect data about the pro-

duction, the environment of the firm etc. Lots of data
are generated every second while the company is
operating. The productivity and the effectiveness
are continuously increasing at the factory. So, we
have large volume of data, which is called “big data”
in a new IT terminology. (Volume identifies the size
of data.) Several terms connect to the “Big Data”
definition [5].
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−

−

“Big data is high-volume, high-velocity and
high-variety information assets that demand
cost-effective, innovative forms of information
processing for enhanced insight and decision
making.” (“Gartner IT Glossary, n. d.”)
“Big data is a term that describes large volumes
of high velocity, complex and variable data that
require advanced techniques and technologies
to enable the capture, storage, distribution,
management, and analysis of the information.”

−

(Tech America Foundation’s Federal Big Data
Commission, 2012)
“Big Data combines information from diverse
sources in new ways to create knowledge, make
better predictions.” [4]

The large volume of data is useless without analytics. The traditional statistical methods are not
sufficient for analysing these data, we have to use
data mining and other techniques [6]. To use the big
data correctly, we need to examine the whole
process which supports the decision making.

Figure 7. Big data processes, which support the decision making [7]

First, the data management involves processes and
supporting technologies to acquire and store data
and to prepare and retrieve it for analysis. Second,
analytics refers to techniques used to analyse and
acquire intelligence from big data. We can see, the
big data without analytics is useless. Thus, we must
apply analytical methods for analysing our data in
the factory. These calculating may run in our private
cloud.
There are a lot of ways to analyse the data sets
and to get information, e.g., standard reports, ad
hoc reports, OLAP (On-line Analytical Processing),
alerts about alarms and malfunctions, statistical
analysis, key performance indicators, forecasting,
predictive modelling, optimization. We are concentrating to the predictive analytics methods.
The predictive analytics include several techniques, which predict the future outcomes based on
the historical and current data. These analytics can
be applied in the industrial field perfectly. These
analytics are based on the statistical methods, fur-
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thermore, it has several “extensions” for handling
special big data sets. The predictive analytics have
to manage (1) the heterogenous data from different
sources, (2) the amount of noise, (3) the random
correlation in the data sets [8].

Other IT techniques
We briefly review a few other methods and standards below, that also support the availability and
development of the industrial internet projects.
−

−

−

Cloud computing:a set of virtualized computers
(lots of virtual machines), that is able to analyse
the big data sets more efficient.
Interoperability:a co-operation between the
trimmer units, the employees, the users and the
internet of things [9].
Virtualization: we can create a virtual firm with
helping of censors. In these virtual plants, there
can be the same industrial processes as in the
real production. It follows, that the industrial
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−

−
−
−

processes can be designed at higher abstraction
level [10].
Decentralization: there isn’t one centre in the
firm. There are several central units, which work
in parallel way. One centre is able to substitute
the other ones [11].
Real time capability:the analysis and the
evaluation of the data are at the same time.
Service orientation:the sets of services can be
extendible at the company.
Modularity:every component can be exchangeable easily.

The Hungarian industry 4.0
The Industry 4.0 project is at the beginning in the
Hungarian manufacturing sector. However, the
digitalization of the Hungarian industry is on a
higher level. There are different financial sources
from European Union and the Hungarian government to support this digitalization process. To have
a better understanding of the Hungarian industry
from the viewpoint of Industry 4.0, we have analysed the report of Roland Berger, e.g., European
countries’ Industry 4.0 Readiness Index (this can be
seen in Fig. 3).

Figure 8. RB’s Industry 4.0 Readiness Index (Source:
https://www.rolandberger.com/publications/publication_
pdf/roland_berger_tab_industry_4_0_20140403.pdf)

The reason of using the Internet of Things technology in the industrial field are:

−

−

now: the companies can reduce the cost of operation, and prevent the failure or stoppage of
the production line
in the future, the companies gain extra profit via
service-oriented production system and the
managers’ needs will be satisfied for easier decision making.

The IT support of Industry 4.0
One of the most innovative companies, the General
Electric (GE) has become a software and analytical
company from an industrial company in the last
years. GE is the leader of the Industry 4.0 projects
in EU. GE identifies the main problem in the industrial environment: “80% of an analytics project
typically involves gathering and then preparing the
data for analysis.”1 Therefore, they have developed
their IT framework (GE Historian powered by Predix),
solutions and platform (Predix platform), which
support common storage, management, integration
and access of heterogenous data. These data are
stored in the GE’s “Industrial Data Lake”.
The GE’s solutions motivate and inspire the
Hungarian experts and researchers to develop their
own solution. It is called SensorHub. Now, they are
searching project-partners for testing their SensorHub platform. The developers of SensorHub are
cooperating with the software and hardware specialists, who implement solutions for exploring and
monitoring network, collecting data, evaluating time
series, alarming operators etc. We would like to
establish a solution, which is capable to solve
similar tasks, which we mentioned just now.
There are different production systems and
techniques. Every company is unique in the industrial field and they have unique production systems.
But they have similar problems in their production
progress. We summarize these problems and give
solutions to solve them. In general, Hungarian wood
industrial companies had to implement several
unique developments before they propose a new
plan for dealing with Industry 4.0’s standards.
Source: A Software Platform for Operational
Technology Innovation, International Data Corporation (IDC), 2014
1
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Wood industrial case studies

Solution types at the company

In these sections, we summarize two case studies,
which are connecting to the IoT in the wood industrial field.

In our first case study, we recommend three solutions for the mentioned problems one by one:

Case study 1: the production of garden’s
wooden-houses

−
−

We have investigated the company’s environment,
which includes its processes, software, hardware.
Our experiences are demonstrated in this subsection. First, we describe the problems of the company,
then, we recommend several solutions for them.

IT problems at the company
We describe their main problems, and the problems’
environment. In our first case study, three different
problems are mapped:
−

−

−

The company gets too many complaints from its
customers because of the missing components
of the wooden-house. The observation of these
missing components is a complex problem. The
measurement of the wooden-house package is
not a good solution, because the weight differences of the packages can be 10-20 kg because
of moisture content of the wooden-components.
In the plant, the wooden-materials are shaved by
a plane machine. After that, a human worker
investigates the timber board color, which may
be dark, light or ok. Furthermore, the shaved
timbers – ordered by the company – are not
analyzed by anybody.
The company has several different systems,
which controls different processes. These systems are not integrated to each other. For example: three employees would like to go holiday
next week, it may cause problems at the production progress or the warehouse’s operation.

By solving these problems, they will be able to collect and analyze their data for getting information
about their processes.

−

−

−

In 2017, the company’s director has decided to
initiate the SAP ERP system first, after that, the
Industry 4.0 solutions have been able to implemented at the company [15].

Case study 2: Energy management
This section is to demonstrate a development process and its problems. The furniture company’s experts know their heterogeneous systems. The main
goal at the company is to initiate the ISO 50001 Energy management standard. During the project, we
concentrate the energy usage/consumption of the
machines. We generate targeted reports with the
2
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There are two possible ways to solve the first
problem:
The managers should make the RFID installation for identifying all components, which are
connected to the full package of the
wooden-houses. We have investigated the costs
and risks of the established RFID system.: (a)
The system environment contains passive and
active RFID tags, reader, data collector, and the
controlling middleware machine, (b) We must
handle the following risks: electromagnetic interference (EMI), signal-loss, RFID antenna’s
wrong initialization etc.
The company’s recommendation, that we should
build a camera-based computer vision system,
we rejected at the beginning. The main reason of
the rejection is the irregular packing techniques
of the workers.
The company should launch a software and
hardware development for determining timbers’
color value. We installed and customized such a
system at another company earlier (See [12]
reference).
The company must initiate an ERP2 system
(e.g., SAP or Microsoft Dynamics AX / NAV)
[13][14]. This one can handle problems, that’s
why integrated solutions are needed.

Enterprise Resource Planning
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help of the collected data to the managers of the
company. We consider during the configuration of
the system the goals of the Industry 4.0 too, namely
for the future decision making. The goals will be the
following:
− To correspond to the standards of the ISO
50001 Energy Management System.
− The correct meaning of the data will be useful to
the future energy usage planning.
− With the help of the configured system, we can
answer the following questions for the past
events:
• What happened when? e.g., excessive energy consumption.
• How often and where happened? How often
happened where? e.g., stoppage.
• Where exactly is the problem? e.g., the specific settings of the machine operator.
• When should I react and how? e.g., the typing
of the alert levels into the system.
• Why is this happening? e.g., in the industrial
machines, what kinds of products are produced.
− Our goals, with the help of the configured system
we can answer the following questions for the
future events:

•

•

•
•

•

What if these trends continue? e.g., with the
monitoring of the trends will be predictable
the critic periods, outages, failures of the
machines.
How much is needed? e.g., we can save on
the energy costs, if we know better the operational needs of the plants.
What will happen next?
How do we do things better? e.g., if we start to
modify the setting of the producing machines
while the production progress.
What is the best decision for a complex
problem? e.g., if we want take into a new
machine in the production system, then we
can plan better with the costs.

In the Figure 9. The Analytics Continuum (Source:
Extend Your Portfolio of Analytics Capabilities,
Gartner, 2013), a part of these questions and the
variety of human interfering is illustrated. In our
second case study, the main problem is the diversity of the systems. The company has several
systems (ERP, DBMS etc.) and a lot of disconnected sensors.

Figure 9. The Analytics Continuum (Source: Extend Your Portfolio of Analytics Capabilities, Gartner, 2013)

ISO 50001 Energy management standard
The ISO 50001 defines the requirements, that are
necessary for the companies to establish their energy management systems. The initiation of ISO
50001 takes advantages to the small and large
organizations, manufacturing companies and service providers in the whole world. The standard

provides frameworks to the energy management of
factories.
The availability of the energy is very important to
every organizations, and it is the main cost factor
independently the company’s activity. Beside the
economic costs, there are other costs in related to
the consumption of electricity (e.g., environmental
costs). The optimizing of the usage of the energy
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resources increases the energy efficiency, and decreases the energy costs. The base of the ISO
50001 is a worldwide well-known and implemented
system model, that facilitates the application of the
energy management system. The main goals, that
are feasible with the help of ISO 50001, are the
followings:
−
−
−

−
−

−

It supports the organizations in a better usage of
the existing energy consumption devices.
It helps to the companies to evaluate the new
energy-efficient technologies.
It ensures the management commitment, that
the energy management is valuable for the
company.
It demonstrates the environmental commitment
of the companies towards the costumers.
It supports the implementation of the projects,
that contain the decreasing of the harmful environmental effects of the company.
It increases the competitiveness of the company
at the market.

The system can be integrated in existing management systems, because the structure and the
requirements of the ISO 50001 standard are very
similar to the ISO 14001 standard. Thanks to this
similarity the energy management system can be
installed easily.

Hardware and software environment at
company’s system
A possible solution for the problems is an integrated
building supervision system can control the production machines’ current supply. We have surveyed the company’s hardware and software environment, for which we have to adapt.
There are two plants at the company’s park. In
the plants, the machines do their different manufacturing jobs. These machines are connecting to
three computer servers, which make surveys and
monitoring functions principally. We have investigated the functions and interfaces of the servers:
− “MOVEX operator” server:
• This is a self-developed hardware and software tool, which is counting the workpieces,
which go through the production machines.
• Given the databases’ structures, the MOVEX
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operator servers are different in the plants.
Therefore, we must implement different data
collecting solutions for two plants.
MOVEX ERP system:
• The corporate processes’ data structures in
the ERP are the same in the plants.
• These data are synchronizing continually to
the center server of the multinational company.
There is working a building supervisory system
at the company, however, this system can partially handle the complex problem of the consumption of electricity.
• There is a need for additional calculation. The
supervisory system gives us the summation
data, from which we can get back the set of
raw data. (Technically, we use an SQL
server.)
• With using of different techniques, we can
compute the approximate energy usage per
machine: subtracting the overhead, getting
the subareas’ cumulative energy consumption.
• The company’s experts are able to monitor or
modify the production machines’ management.
• The system’s data storage is working like a
black box; however, we can make incremental saves, which are exported to the
MySQL databases (or tables).
• Our self-developed solution’s data are also
stored in a MySQL database.
•

−

−

The production machines’ energy consumption can
be constant, but they produce circa 1500 items with
different numbers. Furthermore, when the energy
limit exceeded at the company, it has to pay penalty
for the power provider company. So, we have several requirements by our solutions’ implementation.
The integration is important at the company,
because the data owners have their own data, but
the connections between every data sources are
not solved. The given problem is the synchronization of the clock of machines, however, we have
possible solutions for that: IEEE 1588-2008 (v2)
Standard for a Precision Clock Synchronization
Protocol for Networked Measurement and Control
Systems, Time-Sensitive Networking, P802.1Qcc –
SEFBIS Journal No. 11. / 2017
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Stream Reservation Protocol, P802.1Qbv – Enhancements for Scheduled Traffic, P802.1AS- Revision – Timing and Synchronization, P802.1Qbu –
Frame Preemption etc.

Conclusion
We have introduced the Industry 4.0 project standards, requirements, the levels of integration, and
its supporting techniques for example: the big data,
cloud computing etc. Then, we have analyzed the
European and the Hungarian situations from the
viewpoint of Industry 4.0. We have briefly summarized the applied platforms and frameworks. In the
second part of our paper, we have got on to a
subject of the wood industrial case studies. We
have defined two companies’ problems and environment and our suggestions. In the second case
study, we have started to implement an integrated
energy management system, which will be developed following the standards and requirements of
Industry 4.0.
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Abstract
Skills are an important asset for manufacturing and other industries. Building basic skills early from training
programs provided by universities or other academic institution is essential. But it is also crucial to ensure that
skills taught at academies are relevant for the world of labour. The gap between the supply and demand sides of
labor market can be handled by educational institutes if they can be prepared in time for the changing requirements. This paper shows a matching framework that is capable of predicating future jobs and comparing
future job requirements with competencies provided by the current training programs. An input-output economic
method is used here for finding the trend of future job sector and rapid growing occupations of this sector. An
ontology-based system, the SMART system, is used for detecting the skill gap.

Introduction
Job market is changing continually due to various
environmental factors. Major influencing factors like expanding promising economies, an increasingly global labour market and new technologies are all having a significant impact on the demand
and supply of skilled labours as well as prospect for
new employment area.
Among other factors, economic growth of a
country is influenced by job creation. Creating job
and incomes opportunities are vital for development.
At present, most of the European countries are
struggling with the problem of unequal employment
situation, characterized by unemployment and
manpower shortage at the same time. Accordingly,
creating new jobs, along with improving working
conditions and level of incomes from existing jobs
are hugely important. To this end, development
integration into global trade and foreign direct investment can smooth the progress of this process.
Besides, innovations and technologies contribute to
economic growth and employment and environ-mental protection.
In the coming years, structural changes in production processes impact profoundly on the gen-
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eration of employment opportunities. Many of the
major drivers of transformation currently affecting
global industries are expected to have a major impact on jobs, ranging from significant job creation to
job displacement, and from labor productivity to
widening skills gaps. The present scenario in the
industrial sectors was not available in many industries and countries just about ten years ago. The
pace of such changes is accelerating continuously.
It is expected that students entering universities
today will ultimately end up working in completely
new job types that do not yet exist. In such a rapidly
growing employment landscape, the ability to anticipate and organize for future skills necessities, job
content and the aggregate effect on employment is
ever more critical for businesses, governments and
individuals in order to fully grab the opportunities
presented by these trends—and to diminish undesirable outcomes.
To get a clear view of the situation we need to
model the economy in its full complexity. Input-Output model proved to be suitable to take many
dimensions into consideration [1]. Input-Output Tables describe the sale and purchase relationships
between producers and consumers within an
economy.
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This paper (Ahmed, 2016) presented a solution to
find the future job trends based on the input-output
table data with the utilization of several valuable
components of the table. This was extended to create a framework that can be used to discover future
occupations and necessary skills to fulfill them.

Impacts on supply of labor market
Educational portfolio reflects the output of educational institutions. It determines among others what
kind of competencies will be possessed by graduated students in the future. Individual capabilities cognitive skills, past experience, family background
etc. –, organizational capabilities – financial resources, infrastructures etc – and educational directives like the structure of announced training
programs can influence the competencies of qualified workers. Education or teaching portfolio can be
viewed at least from two important aspects, one is
the process view, the other is the product view. The
teaching portfolio is more authentic form of teacher
assessment (Barton& Collins, 1993). Academic
portfolio is always important for future job. Thomas,
D. S. M. (1998) described the history of portfolio for
assisting learning for professional development.
They discussed some current thinking about the
use of portfolios for formal assessment.
Linse, Turns, Yellin & VanDeGrift (2004) developed the Engineering Teaching Portfolio Program.
They used the data of case studies to gain insight
on the impact of the program and learn how to improve it. "Doctors and hospital departments with
dramatic impact on morbidity and mortality figures
catapulted generic competencies to the forefront of
attention as indispensable qualities for doctors"
(Driessen, Tartwijk, & Dornan, 2008, pp.790-801).
This research found some processes for the development of professionalism and communication
techniques in medical professional. Evaluating and
Improving are important methods in education
system (Schneider, 2004). The authors, in this report, based on a study of the National Research
Council's (NRC) Committee of US on Recognizing,
Evaluating, Rewarding, and Developing Excellence
in Teaching propose a top-down restructuring of
Science, Mathematics, Engineering, and Technol-

ogy (STEM) education by means of multifaceted
assessment of teaching and learning (Schneider,
2004).

Present Scenario on labor market
It is always, for supplying more highly-qualified
workforce and in demand towards to manage in
need for such people in employment, are hard to
predict precisely. Global workforce crisis is the most
important topic now days. A labor market consultancy group from Boston named bcg.perspective
(https://www.bcgperspectives.com/), by their research on supply and demand crisis of 25 major
economies, they quantify the extent of labor
shortages and surpluses for 2020 and 2030. These
are some findings of their research are as follows:
Germany and Itally will see a shortage of up to 2.4
million workers by 2020 and 10 million by
2030. Brazil will have a shortage of up to 8.5 million
workers in 2020; by 2030, that figure could increase
nearly fivefold to 40.9 million people. On the other
hand, USA and Canada’s labor surplus of between
between 17.1 million and 22 million and 700,000
and 1.1 million people in 2020 respectively. The
scenario of China is totally difference, there surplus
in present 55.2 million to 75.3 million workers in
2020. However, it could reverse sharply, turning into
a shortage of up to 24.5 million people by 2030.

Technological impacts on demand
The companies need well-qualified workforce to
improve their performance and this causes some
effects on the labor markets as well. But much more
emphasis has been given to the sectoral measurement for job creation. Greenwood, MacDonald &
Zhang, G. J. (1996) are explained three key features
of the employment process in the US economy.
These are the following ones: job creation is procyclical, job destruction is countercyclical, and job creation is less volatile than job destruction. They proposed a general equilibrium model related to two
sectors for both aggregate and sectoral shocks.
However, in this model workers were assigned to
their works via lottery, stillness did not be the part of
their analysis.
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New technologies are having an extensive and
perceptible impact on labor market. Many researches examine recent occupational projections
in order to determine how new technologies will
influence future job growth. Rumberger & Levin
(1985) show that the number of job openings derived from deaths and retirements is two to three
times greater than the number of openings derived
from employment growth boosted by technological
changes. Sometimes the slowdown in industrial
growth of the eastern European countries can be
explained by the decline in the efficiency or intensity
of factor utilization rather than to decreasing rates of
growth of technological progress. As a result, the
amount of labor that could be displaced during cyclical downturns is estimated and found to imply
potentially high levels of veiled unemployment
(Brada, 1989). Impact of technological changes in
labor market is also found in IPPR (Institute of Public
Police Research) (Dolphin, 2015). They show that
the European labor market is likely to see substantial
disruption and change over the next 10 to 15 years,
and that it will be less stable and secure for workers.
Howell, D. R. (1985) found some bad effect in labor
market caused by automation like the usage of industrial robots. This research shows that job displacement is 4.5 to 6.2 times greater than job creation. Frey & Osborne (2013) revealed that about 47
percent of total US employment is at risk for future
computerization. They examine expected impacts of
future computerization on US labour market outcomes, with the primary objective of analyzing the
number of jobs at risk and the relationship between
an occupation’s probability of computerization,
wages and educational attainment.
Industrial robots/automation has changed the
nature of manufacturing, big data and smart machines are now transforming a wide range of industries and occupations. Technology and employment researches have the most important priority within some decades. Cameron (1981) compared the economic growth of USSR, Hungary, then
East and West Germany. In the research it was
shown that change involves faster technical change
and an elasticity of substitution after 1965 is not
significantly different from harmony. Brada & Montias (1984) also compared the industrial policy of
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three countries Czechoslovakia, Poland and Hungary. By this comparison further employment condition has been investigated. Foreign direct investment (FDI) can play a major role in the industrial
development of a country and also for increasing in
labour market (Barrell & Pain, 1997). Development
of manufacturing industries, there have been a
correlation in FDI and job market (Chen & Ku, 2000),
Canadian manufacture industries have also some
indirect economic benefit from FDI (Globerman,
1979). Main findings of this research are - minimum
efficient plant size is positively related to total industry employment by using FDI.
Social networking websites (SNWs), like Facebook and MySpace, now plays an important role on
the world of labor (Kluemper & Rosen, 2009). Based
exclusively on viewing social networking profiles,
these research shows the judgments are consistent
in the ratings across personal information and typically able to accurately distinguish high from low
performers. Parker & Cordery (2001) proposed a
framework for developing work design that specifies
some categories of work design variables to execute
analysis on individual, group and organizational levels. This theoretical framework found that job satisfaction, motivation, attendance and performance will
certainly remain key elements for designing future
jobs. Jahoda (1981) discussed some specific theories being exploited by adherents of one or the other
dominant value positions: conservative, reformist,
and radical which used for social research. In their
research Morris & Venkatesh (2000) presented that
younger workers' technology usage decisions were
more strongly influenced by attitude toward using
the technology, compared to older workers.
The Educational Quality of the Workforce National Employers Survey (EQW-NES), matched with
the Bureau of the Census’ Longitudinal Research
Database (LRD), examined the impact of workplace
practices, information technology and human capital
investments on productivity. They estimate an augmented Cobb-Douglas production function with both
cross section and panel data covering the period of
1987 to 1993 using data from a unique nationally
representative sample of businesses (Black & Lynch
2001). They found that the higher the average educational level of production workers or the greater the
SEFBIS Journal No. 11. / 2017
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proportion of non-managerial workers who use
computers, the higher is plant productivity
World economic forum research (2016) respondents about new job categories and functions that
they expect to become important to industry by the
year 2020. From their research they found the
employment trends in different industries for
changing of technology. Most of these reviewed
research papers based on theory and their findings
of future occupations are not from using mathematical analysis. In this study, an economic model
used to analyze data and found a result from a
series of mathematic calculation

Business Scenario
Different technological effects can be considered for
predicating future jobs. Growing needs for electric
car is a leader influencing factoring, regarding that
this need causes effects on manufacturing, transport, energy and oil industry mainly.
Concerning worldwide energy consumption
Electric Vehicles (EVs) are a promising technology
for extremely reducing the environmental burden of
road transport. Other energy resources like renewable energy generation provides the largest
market swing over time: from 19% of generation in
2010, it holds 32% in 2020 and is expected to grow
to 50% by 2050. The largest share of renewable
generation is wind, which contributes to 5% of
generation in 2010 and grows to 25% by 2050 (Van
Essen & Kaupman, 2011).
Technology plays a vital role for changing labor
market trends. Industries change their business
model frequently on accordance with the technology changes. McKinsey and Company report 2016
says that fully autonomous vehicles are to be
commercially available before 2020. In 2030, the
share of electrified vehicles could range from 10
percent to 50 percent of new-vehicle sales.
Considering these above scenarios my proposed system can be imperative on the connection
between higher education and labour market needs.
Academic policies are strongly embedded in national traditions and economic policy frameworks
that can be easily replicated from this system. It can
function as eye-openers for an education institute to

adapt them somehow in their own policies.
We can state that there is a technological impact
on the demand side of labor market that implies
structural changes in required competencies.
Educational institutes need time to change their
educational portfolio due to the lead time of accreditation processes. A system which is capable of
predicating future occupational structure and
comparing its required competencies with competencies provided by current educational portfolio
can facilitate decision making processes on the
supply side of labor market. A business scenario
reflecting the influence of growing number of electric car was used to present the working of this
system.

System analyzing job competencies
I started to develop this system two years ago
(Ahmed, 2016). It uses open government data as
data sources and Input output model to detect
trends. The collected data sources must be transforming into a unique form for feeding it with my
R-program. This system can be parameterized. If
we assume that coefficient values change in the
future, this change can be interpreted in this system
by using parameters. Hence the system is capable
of highlighting future industry-specific occupations.
In the future work competencies required by these
occupations will be connected to them. Having
changed coefficient values, this system provides a
list about future job competencies. This list can be
the input sources of the system developed in the
SMART project3(Caballero et al., 2014). The Smart
system is an ontology-based system that provides
regional and temporal skill gap detection (Szabó &
Neusch, 2015).
Competencies are used as basis for comparison.
These competencies, mostly knowledge elements
can be stored in the Studio system that is an innovative e-learning and adaptive testing system (Vas,
2016).
Educational experts can select the competenSMART project (Skill MAtching for Regional development-2012-1-ES1-LEO05-49395) LLP Leonardo da Vinci
program. www.smart-project.org
3
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cies provided by their training programs on the
Flexilab portal 4 . The SMART system assign the
competency elements of these lists to the ontology
stored in the Studio system and executes ontology
matching for creating a report which highlights
common and dissimilar competencies. Educational
experts get a feedback about the following ones:
− which competencies are required in the future,
but not taught nowadays
− which competencies are taught but not required
in the future
− which competencies are appeared on both sides
of the labor market (Szabó&Neusch, 2015)

A system run related to ‘Electric Vehicle’
EUROSTAT industry-by-industry symmetric input/output table has been used as one resource dataset. Hungarian Statistical Data (ESA 1995) used for
analyze labor status. The second source of data is
the number of employed persons by industries,
economic branches– NACE Rev. 2 (2008 which
was published by the Hungarian Central Statistical
Office on its website together with other factors of
the national accounts. From this framework we can
find the future trends of employment and I have
shown the result that two sectors out of nineteen
industry sectors of NACE Rev- 2 structure are
growing rapidly.
The result of future growing industries from my
other paper (Ahmed, F. 2016) I have used in this
paper. ISCO - Occupation data 2008 (Table-1) of
the country of Hungary has been used here for job
classification. Technology and other factors like
different economic indexes such as GDP, consumer
demands can influence the future job market, but
educational portfolio needs lead time for changing.
Hence an information system that is capable of
forecasting future job roles and their competences
can be useful for designing future educational
portfolio.

Fetching Data
The Eurostat website portal gives access to European Union statistics (http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat).
It is anticipated to be the single entry point to Eurostat’s statistical information and services made
accessible to the public. Fetching data is being
facilitated by the bulk download facility which is a
separated area of the website. The bulk download
allows to interactively browse the datasets and then
can be downloaded a complete dataset. Data is
available in tsv, csv, sdmx-ml and dft formats.
Data Transformation
The data on persons employed in the Hungarian
economy, according to NACE Rev. 2 classification,
is published by the Hungarian Central Statistical
Office on its website together with other information
of the national accounts. The information on persons relating to national account is important mainly
for the calculation of the ratio, value added per
worker in each industry of the national economy.
2009 data for the final domestic demand used for
the second year labor estimation. Additional yearly
data can be used in same format. The results in the
research will be presented in aggregated form on
the level of the sections of the classification for sake
of clarity. In the result graph; all sections is being
expressed using placeholders in form of letters.
Calculating coefficient
In input-output analyses, it is assumed that input
coefficients are stable and that no significant differences exist among them between the time at
which the tables are compiled and the time at which
analyses are made. A similar assumption is applied
to labor-related input-output analyses; labor input
coefficients are assumed to be stable. However,
unlike input coefficients, labor input coefficients
cannot always be stable. For instance, even if
production in a certain sector has doubled, the labor
input does not necessarily double when industrial
robots are installed or the operating ratios are improved. In conducting labor-related input-output
analyses, therefore, it is necessary to fully consider
changes in operating ratios and labor productivity.

4

http://www.flexilab.eu/root/web/livingweb.nsf/do?open&lang=
en&site=default&page=pilot-smart
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Product]). A programming script has been generated to find the result. Occupation wise number of
labor (thousand) in each sector:

Table-1: Coefficient Table

Industry 1
Industry 2
a11
a12

Industry - 1
Industry - 2
Gross value added
Total domestic
product
Note: aij =

vij =

=
A=
the input coefficient matrix.

a21
v1
1.0

a22
v2
1.0

; és

+

this is referred to as

Result and analysis
The coefficient tables have been made after
downloading as an excel file and did some changes
manually from the input-output table data of EUROSTAT dataset. We can summarize the occupation
result by following way: Suppose the industry 1 is an
electric vehicle manufacturing industry. (Here I am
using the data from EUROSTAT table. In this experiment it is not a real scenario). International Standard Classification of Occupations 2008 (ISCO 08)
provides occupational information obtained by statistical censuses and surveys. A list of nine occupations is used here for an example demonstration.
Table-2: ISCO Occupation data for each sector (2008 HU)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Managers
Professionals
Technicians and Associate Professionals
Clerical Support Workers
Services and Sales Workers
Skilled Agricultural, Forestry & Fishery Workers
Craft and Related Trade Workers
Plant and Machine Operators and Assemblers
Elementary Occupations

The occupation input coefficient table can be found
from basic input output table. The sum of input coefficients including the gross value added portion in
each sector is as defined. This series of calculations
is made for Basic Transaction Tables for 19 sectors
in the 2008 Input-Output Tables (Occupation =
[Occupation coefficient matrix] * [Total Domestic

Figure 2: Sector wise number of labor for manager

If we assume this result for a particular industry like
Electrical Vehicle industry, we found number of
position in thousand for one occupation like the
position of manager. The negative value shows that
the position is in minus value according to the
economic, technical or production condition of this
job sector.
Now if we change the one coefficient value with
some percentage. The changes of coefficient value
depend on many economic parameters that are
beyond the purpose of this paper. Changing occupation coefficient for Sector 1 and Occupation 1
from 0.000958578 to 0.0009, 0.0005 and 0.0001
the result is as follows:

Graph-1: Thousand number of position change as follows the coefficient value.

This result shows that the manager position is decreasing day by day by changing the coefficient
value which comes from some economic factors.
Therefore, by using this framework academies who
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know the economic condition of a country and by
following the economic trends they can predict the
future occupation and can prepare their curriculum
for future.

Validation of this model
Concerning with building this model, this is important
to validate the model using different data set and
need to find a compression analysis with this result. It
will be utilized to determine that a model is an accurate representation of the real system. Validation
is usually achieved through the calibration of the
model, an iterative process of comparing the model
to actual system behavior and using the discrepancies between the two, and the insights gained, to
improve the model. This process is repeated until
model accuracy is judged to be acceptable. This
task is beyond of my present study and in my future
research, I hope to do work with it.

Conclusion and Future Works
There is significant mismatch between Academic
Portfolio and market requirements suggested by the
lack of skilled workforce. Moreover, the academia
often fails to realize the future needs of the market
and prepare a better workforce for the future. The
economic cost incurred due to this disparity is also
enormous. This framework would be used to bridge
the existing gap between academic trainings and
market requirements. After inputting proper data
from a particular market, e.g. Hungary, to this
framework, the needs of the market in the near and
distant future can be predicted. An appropriate
academic portfolio can be developed by using the
results. The portfolio derived from this framework
would then be compared with the existing academic
practices to determine how effective the current
portfolio is in meeting the needs of the market. As
the framework is based on the economic factors
that shape the market, this framework is expected
to create a better academic curriculum than the
existing one that does not take data-driven market
study into account. Thus, a policy adjustment can
be suggested to steer the academic curriculum in
the right direction based on skill requirement of the
future market.
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As the main goal of this paper was to make a framework to predict the future occupation; by using this
result educational institution can get an assumption
of their future curriculum. This study extended the
understanding of the impact of economic conditions
that are active in assisting industries in making job
creation and on the other hand, implementing plans
of action have upon academies to prepare their
academic portfolio for long-term occupational outcomes. This finding points to the importance of
extending career educational efforts beyond education institutes to countries and region.
After evaluating this result, the next part of my
research target to match the result with the academic portfolio. It will be an Ontology based approach and will be generated an academic portfolio
result by using SMART system. Nevertheless the
statistical data sources were downloaded and
transformed into the appropriate format manually.
The system can become dynamic if these input
sources are processing in automatic manner. This is
another direction for future development.
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ABSTRACT
The concept of competency contains at least the knowledge – skills – attitude trio. Skills can be split further to
course-specific skills and general skills. In our paper we focus on development of general skills. There is a
pedagogical methodology which can help to achieve these goals. The essence of the flipped classroom
methodology is inverting the place and time of passive learning and practicing. Students get the material in
advance (videos, textbooks), and they have to use the knowledge, solve problems, do exercises during the class
with the help of the teacher and peers. In 2016-17 fall semester we launched a new system in the subject Basics
of IT for the BIS students. We used the flipped classroom methodology combined with group work on the
seminars. In our paper we will present the elements of this system and emphasis the ways how we can improve
general skills efficiently.

Introduction
The present age students have to be able to
achieve the higher education learning goals, at the
same time they have to acquire knowledge and
skills which are meet increasing expectations of the
companies. Key competences, knowledge, skills
and attitudes are parts of higher education institutions curricula. In the development of effective and
quality curriculum the identification of the necessary
skills and abilities for the present age is important.
There are several researches in connection with
this topic but most of them are agree in the list of the
main skills. These are
− communication
− numerical skills
− cooperation, team work
− problem solving
− critical thinking
− digital competences (using ICT)
− learning competencies
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These skills appear in the learning outcome description of nearly every subject in higher education
but the practical achievement is hard.
Key competencies: Next to the large number of
definitions the scale is seen as quite wide due to the
variety of what certain researchers, research teams
and organizations consider key competencies, what
division of competencies they use. In Table 13 we
can see that they have a lot in common. [1]; [6], [7];
[8] [15]
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Tempus (2001)
communication
numerical skills
team work
problem solving
skills

learning and performance development

Table 13 Comparison of key competence groups [2]
Eu Key CompeQuébec-Programme(2004)
tence Committee
communication
communication
mathematical
competence
and …
cooperation with others working with others
personal and social competences (… cooperation )
problem solving
problem solving
intellectual competences (…
problem solving, …)
information and cominformation and
digital competence methodological competences
munication techniques communication
(information and communicatechnology
tion technologies)
taking responsibility for learning to learn
skills and abilities
one’s own learning and
connected to
performance and their
learning how to
development
learn

European Education Europe Council
Foundation (2002)
(2002)
communication
communication
practical calculation
numeracy

problem and task. This method develop 1)
flexible knowledge, 2) problem solving skills, 3)
self directed learning skills, 4) collaboration
skills. [4]

Theoretical framework
Latest research indicates that the active learning
methods could be an effective approach for present
age higher education students. [10] The active
learning techniques integrate the following student
centred learning methods. Fig. 1

Figure 1 Venn diagram of active learning
methods [4]
−

Problem-Based Learning: Acquiring knowledge
and the learning process are based on problem
solving. Students themselves decide what kind
of knowledge is necessary to solve the given

−

Peer assisted learning: means that „students
learn from and with each other in both formal
and informal way” [5]. Peer learning involves
cooperative and collaborative student work. In
peer learning environment students communicate more about the learning issues than they do
when teachers present learning content. [5]
Active learning methods are union of peer
assisted learning and problem based learning
approachhes. Figure 1. [4]

−

Flipped Learning method In the last years, numerous educational studies focus on flipped
classroom method. Therefore, there are several
definitions on flipped learning. “In the Flipped
Learning model, teachers shift direct learning
out of the large group learning space and move it
into the individual learning space, with the help
of one of several technologies” [11]. The
pre-recorded lectures can be given to students
as homework, leaving class time open for interactive learning activities—activities that cannot be automated. [15]
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We define the flipped classroom as an active
teaching/learning method, which has two parts: (a)
computer-based individual, self-directed learning
outside the classroom; (b) open ended problem
based collaborative work and activities inside the
classroom. Figure 2. [12], [15]

Figure 2: Traditional Learning vs. Flipped
Learning

Developed teaching/learning model
Our aim was to develop general skills with an output
of a model that can be well adapted within higher
education. We used the flipped classroom methodology combined with project based group work on
the seminars.The main goals were to increase students’ responsibility and motivation in their own
learning process, to increase students’ activity during
the course and support effective collaboration between them.
The experimental model was developed at
Corvinus University in 2016-17 fall semester in the
subject Basics of IT for the BIS students.

Figure 3: Developed model
During the semester there were 8 contact practical
seminars. The first and last one was standard 90
minutes sessions and we had six double mandatory
practical meetings biweekly in groups of maximum
52

24 students. The new learning model and the
course objectives were presented in first seminar.
−

Before class objectives: The learning material,
videos, quizzes, examples were uploaded on
university LMS which was Moodle system. The
students had to process the learning material
independently. Quizzes, practical tests helped
them to find out how mastered the current curriculum.

−

In class objectives: Once in a fortnight all students had to take part in an interactive seminar.
During these seminars students in groups of
three had to develop a complex task based on
gathered knowledge.

In in-class activities, they worked as a project team
and implemented a project work. They had to understand the problem, divide in sub tasks, apply the
mastered tools, theoretical and practical knowledge
to give solution, finally they had to make a presentation in order to present their project assignment,
their difficulty and their outcomes and results. A part
of groups had to present their solved tasks during
the seminar, the others got involved in to presentations with discussing and asking questions.
−

Creation of groups: Composition of effective
project teams is very important issue in this
model. Every in-class seminar was started with
an online test, based on before class learning
content. Groups were formed based on the result of this test. The better and the faster students form a team.

−

Evaluation method: Assessment the students’
understandings, performance, the individual
value added in group work activity is very important in the higher education teaching/learning
model. For assessing the understandings students filled in online quizzes two times in every
in-class activity (maximum score: 5), at the beginning and at the end of the seminar. Their final
result was the average of these results. In addition every in-class activities were evaluated. The
student teams’ project work evaluation incorporate the following elements: (a) evaluation of
solution of the project task, (b) in case of presenting - evaluation of team presentation, and
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communication, (c) in case of not presenting evaluation of discussion and putted questions to
others’ project solution and results.
An online evaluation form was developed in Moodle
system in order to assess projects, presentations
and putted questions. The scores of evaluations,
ratings were visible in the LMS. The 50% of final
grade was raised up from in-class activities score
and 50% was the final exam score.

Results
The developed model was used at Corvinus University in 2016-17 fall semester for the course titled
Basics of IT. Participants were 197 first year university students majoring as Business Information
Systems students. This model was used in a single
semester so our reults are presented as a case
study.

Before class activities
The activity of the students in Moodle system is obvious. On figure 4, we can see three different activities. Page means a subpage on Moodle with the links
of the videos, exercises and solutions. There were
16 pages all together. 1 about the very basics, 4-4
about the material of the 1st and 2nd collaborative
lessons, 2-2 about the 3rd, 4th and 5th collaborative
lessons and only one about the learning content of
the last collaborative lesson. There were 7 pdf
workbooks, 1 about the very basics, and 1 about
every collaborative lesson material. There were
some practice quizzes (10-7-5-5-4-2 per collaborative lessons). The weekly periods are well seen. The
first small peek was before the first lesson, which
was a traditional 90 minutes lesson for everybody.
From the second week we met with the half of the
students in every two weeks so approximately 100
students attended the classes every week. The final
assessment was on 8th of December and the retake
assessment was 1 week later (this is the end of the
chart).

Figure 4: Moodle activity according to the logs
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In class activities
Our team creating method insisted students to
achieve better test results. A competition has emerged
between them in order to get into a better group. By
dividing the complex project work into sub-tasks the
project work became more transparent for the students. Communication between students was also
essential during these activities. By solving openended problems, the students’ practical skills and
problem solving skills improved undoubtedly. Despite
a timetable was continuously presented during the
in-class (Table2) activities one of the main difficulties
for students was the time management.
Table 2: Timetable of a lesson
Begin

End

8
8:10
8:15
9:30
9:50
10:15
11:10

8:10
8:15
9:30
9:50
10:15
11:10
11:20

Duration
0:10
0:05
1:15
0:20
0:25
0:55
0:10

Activity
Quize
Group creating
Problem solving
Break
Problem solving
Presenting, questions
Quize

Result of evaluations
This course was performed by 197 students. Figure
4. and the average of test results (74%) shows that
the majority of the students reviewed the learning
material. There is no significant difference between
results of tests filled at the beginning and at the end
of the seminars. In total rose by 0.1.

Table 3: Result of evaluations
Evaluated task
(N:number of students)
Test (maximum 5)
Project work (max 3)
Presentation (max 2)
Discussion, putted
question (max 2)

197
197
197

Average
score
3.7
2.47
1.8

Average
%
74%
82%
81%

St.
deviation
0.87
0.41
0.35

189

1.7

86%

0.50

N

These results show that students performed well in
practical seminars. Most of the students performed
good (55,34%) or satisfactory (30,46%). Only 2% of
students couldn’t perform the practical part of this
course. The final result of students whole semester
work integrated the practical seminars and final
exam scores. The final results showed the similar
tendencies. We can mention that 80% of students
had good or satisfactory result. The fact that only
4% of students received excellent rating, indicate
that students need more help and support from
teachers.

Reflections and future
It was the first semester we tried this new model.
Examining the students’ evaluation grades and
reflections after the semester there are reassuring
results but warnings as well (Table 4).

Table 4: Students’ evaluations comparison with the previous year
2015/2016 fall se2016/2017 fall
Evaluated semester
mester
semester
Number of students
226
211
Number of filled questionnaires
180
163
Fill ratio
79,65%
77,25%
How many lectures did you attend?
0-20% of the lectures 0-20% of the lec(modus)
tures (modus)
How many seminars did you attend?
81-100% of the
81-100% of the
seminars (modus)
seminars (modus)
How many hours did you spend on the subject weekly at home
1.44
3.16
(preparing, homeworks)
How many hours did you spend on preparing for the exams?
20.61
9.4
How many hours did you spend on the subject besides?
5.89
3.46
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Evaluated semester

2015/2016 fall semester

2016/2017 fall
semester

I endeavoured participate on seminars actively, cooperate with the
teacher, do my best with the exercises.
It is clear for me why is this subject taught.

4.09

4.58

4.74

4.31

We dealed with useful things in the subject.

4.34

3.71

The subject and the exercises were enjoyable.

3.69

3.03

The materia was learnable in quantity and content.

4.3

3.96

3.95

3.13

3.98

3.79

If I started this major again and I could choose I wold be willing to
attend this subject.
My teachers’ opinion on my performance is the same as mine.

There are two absolute positive points highlighted in
Table 4.: we managed to increase the students’
workforce during the seminars and at home as well.
In the previous year, they had exams instead of the
practice-based grades. It can be the cause of the
fall in the hours spent on preparing for the exams.
The falls in every other points are the warnings.
As we, the teachers experienced during the semester the main problem was that this new model
was unfamiliar for the students. We have to spend
more effort on preparing the students for this new
method. We have to teach them how to prepare at
home for the lessons. The other main task for
teachers is to modify the content and the measurement system of the group work according to the
experiences of the first semester.
In the evaluation form there was an open question
as well about the subject. More students wrote that
they did not like to learn from the videos. This result
was surprising comparing with IT subjects on the
other majors in the university. We use these videos
in these subjects for years with highly positive reflections (Figure 5.). While we use the same videos
(correcting and complementing them year by year)
in these subjects, we think we can improve the
reflections by improving the communication and the
motivation.
The subject contains theoretical parts besides
the practices as well. The students’ evaluation refers to the whole subject but our model is just about
the practical part so it is difficult to have exact conclusion about our model.

Figure 5: Answers in connection with the
video-aided course in 2014/2015 fall semester [3]

Plans for the future
We will continue the flipped classroom based model
but we plan to modify some details:
−

−

−
−

We will refine the learning material and the exercises of the collaborative seminars according
to our experiences in the first semester.
We will modify the timetable of the collaborative
lessons: there will be less presentations and
more time for the teachers to help the students to
gather the consequences and repeat those details, students do not understand from the videos.
We will refine the evaluation and rating system
of the group works.
We will adapt some parts of the motivation
system we already use on the other majors
successfully. We will work out a system of
badges and the possibility to give mark 5 without
the last assessment.
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Conclusions
To improve an effective flipped classroom method,
which develop general skills, is need to investigate
a lot of work on the part of teachers and students.
Teachers on the one hand have to generate effective e-learning content (videos, quizzes) on the
other hand are responsible to develop quality project
tasks that motivate students. Another important instructor task is to support student’s projects during
the in-class activities. The motivation of student is
important factor in self-directed learning process, the
major responsibility of teachers is on student’s involvement. Applied learning method is new, sometimes uncommon situation for students. They have
to take active part in their own knowledge building.
This type of learning method requires a conscious
and responsible attitude from students.
The aim of our model was to develop general
skills and increase students’ activity. We can conclude that developed and presented flipped classroom method helps us to integrate student-centred
active learning instruction. One important advantage
of this model is that the students have to use acquired knowledge immediately in novel, real life
situations.
Considering our aims, we managed to improve
the classroom activity of the students, developing
their communication, cooperation and problem
solving competencies. With the discussion of the
presentations their critical thinking skill could improve
as well. We do not have information about their
learning competencies. In the future, we would like to
continue the usage of this model. According to our
experiences and the feedback of the students, we
will improve the grading method of the teamwork.
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ABSTRACT
Western universities have been using information and communication technologies (ICTs) in educational and
management purposes for decades. Since the last decade, Azerbaijani government has been investing on ICTs
infrastructure of Azerbaijan’s educational institutions as one of key priorities of government’s education policy. In
this regard, Azerbaijan State University of Economics (UNEC) has been one of the leading state universities in
application and usage of new ICTs in the country. This research concentrates on identifying various areas of
ICTs deployment, obstacles and benefits of using ICTs in teaching, learning and university management at
higher education institution level in Azerbaijan. The research was conducted at Azerbaijan State University of
Economics, the largest economic profiled university in Azerbaijan. The population of this research consists of
students, university academics and staff. The results of research are reported on the following:
1. Identification of areas of ICTs application at university level
2. Obstacles regarding the implementation of ICTs at university level
3. Benefits of using ICTs in teaching, learning and university management
4. Recommendations for future studies

Introduction and Purposes
We live in the age of information communication
technology (ICT) and it has a great influence on our
daily life and appears everywhere. Application of
ICT has become an inevitable task since realization
of education as a vital pace for nations’ technological, economical and cultural development. In
this regard, higher education institutions as an engine of knowledge generation and education environment is one of the sectors that greatly involved in
application of latest ICTs means in fulfillment their
task. Therefore, most of the nations spent greater
proportion of their gross national income in education sector.
Application of ICT in education is used for different purposes. It is used to achieve quality education via effective teaching and learning processes,
as well as, for administrative purpose to manage
staff and teams (Ghavifekr et al., 2013). ICT ap-

plications are seen as an effective enabler in creating access, storing, manipulating and transmitting
of different information via visual and audio form,
because of ICT capability for creating proactive
environment (Kawade & Kulkarni, 2012).
Azerbaijan as many other countries has also
been investing in formulation of a strategy regarding
implementation of ICT in the education sector. One
of initial strategies on the ICT application dates back
to 2003 and called “National Strategy on Information and Communication Technologies for Development of Azerbaijan Republic between
2003-2012”. This strategy included action plans for
practical application of ICT and creation of information society. Application of ICT in the education
sector has been accelerated by the “State Strategy
for Development of Education in the Republic of
Azerbaijan” in 2013. One of the objectives of this
state strategy was to update educational infrastructure in the country with latest information and
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communication technologies. It was aimed to enhance nation’s position in the global markets via ICT
literate community. In this regard, under the supervision of the Ministry of Education, State Universities (as well as other education institutions) in
Azerbaijan have started to formulate strategies and
implementation of ICT for teaching, learning and
management purposes.
Azerbaijan State University of Economics
(UNEC) as one of the leading and largest state
universities was the pioneer in the application of ICT
at the university level in Azerbaijan. The process of
application ICT at the university level started in the
summer of 2014 and the first stage was completed
within period of two years. The main areas of ICT
application at the UNEC aimed to cover teaching,
learning and management process. Meanwhile,
during previous years, some state universities
started and some others are about to start the application of ICT at the university level.
Authors have chosen UNEC as a case study to
investigate the process and provide insights about
the application of ICT at state university level in
Azerbaijan. In this research, authors aim to address
following objectives:
−
−
−

Identification of areas of ICTs application at
university level
Obstacles regarding the implementation of ICTs
at university level
Benefits of using ICTs in teaching, learning and
university management

At the end, researchers aim to provide recommenddations for future studies on the subject as
well as ways to improve the efficiency of ICT usage
at UNEC. It is believed that this research may shed
light for other state universities’ management in
effective and efficient ICT application process.

Literature Review
Application of ICT in education process was originally served to improve efficiency (Jones and
Knezek, 1993). To Balacheff (1993), ICT generally
promotes new way of interaction and approaches to
learning and working. Collaborate learning, group
problem solving and role playing can be promoted
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by application of ICT in education process (Forcheri
and Molfino, 2000). In this regard, learning and
utilization of ICT in education systems around world
have been one of the significant concerns (Edwards, et al, 2006). The literature of education
technology in information skills teaching have been
surveyed by multiple researchers (e.g. Cox, 1997;
Rader, 2000; Contini and Kaplowitz, 2000; Joint et
al., 2001) and it was revealed that ICT plays a significant role in learning and teaching processes
(Ayers, et al. ,2002). Previous studies shown that
ICT use in education deepens understanding, increase motivation and improve memory retention
(Dede, 1998). There is also evidence of positive
respond in job satisfaction of teachers that provided
with ICT to support their administrative and management responsibilities (Selwood, 2004)
One of the fields of ICT application is in the daily
administration and management work of education
administration and management. ICT is being used
by education administration and management to
support sustainable development. Administration
groups are divided into administration head, administration teachers and administrative staff
(Ghafiker et al., 2013)
ICT application by administration covers school
announcements, student registration, staff and
teacher employment, reports and parental meeting
letters (Mwalongo, 2011). Success and failure of
teacher competence in instructional technology is
directly or indirectly determined by instructional
leaders (Webb, 2011). To Afshari et al. (2012), usage of ICT by administrative head for their administrative and management jobs facilitates technology adaptation by creating positive environment.
Integration of computers in teaching and learning
can also be facilitated by the usage administrative
head as a role model (Singh & Muniandi, 2012).
Administrative teachers are those that also have
administrative responsibility in addition to their
teaching activities. To Lin et al.(2011), directors and
chiefs of al the offices and departments are considered as front line of administrative teachers.
Administrative teachers use ICT for different purposes such as preparation of students’ records,
examination and etc. To Mwalongo (2011), examination, teaching-learning resources and notes
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preparation are most commonly ICT application
fields by administrative teachers. ICT application is
also used by administrative staff to perform their
daily job more accurate and faster. ICT applications
offer an opportunity to administrative staff to process documentation, keep records, handle financial
work and maintain communication (Ghafiker et al.,
2013).
Application of ICT at university level is carried
out through different tools. Internet, websites,
software and hardware are considered some of
available ones in education and management
purposes (Kazi, 2012; Kawade, 2012; Mwalongo,
2011; Susmita, 2007).

Methodology
The research has been conducted at Azerbaijan
State University of Economics (UNEC). The university was established in 1930 and located in Baku
with a branch in Darband, Russian Federation. It is
the largest economic profiled higher education institute in South Caucasus region and offers three
levels of education in four languages (Azerbaijani,
English, Turkish and Russian). As of 2016, the
university has 900 teaching personal and more than
18000 students.
The research conducted through qualitative and
quantitative analysis using case study strategy.
Semi-structured interviews and quantitative methods
were employed as main tools of data analysis. Interviewees were chosen based on their managerial
roles and involvement in the ICT application process
at the university and prior knowledge of researchers.
One of the interviewees is Ragif Qasimov, director of
the centre for assessment of quality and management of training, who is responsible for ICT application process. Second interviewee is Nasimi Ismayilov,
the director of finance and supply department that we
referred to obtain data to carry quantitative analysis.
We also obtained operational data from internal audit
department that we will refer below. The research
population consisted of three main groups: students,
university teachers and staff.

Empirical Findings
Identification of ICT areas at uni-level
The process of ICT application at UNEC started in
the spring of 2014. The first step was introduction of
DocNet for data and documentation exchange
purpose on the 1st of May 2014. ICT application in
teaching and learning was initially launched at the
International School of Economics as well as Faculty of Finance and Accounting in the fall semester
of 2015. Since the fall semester of 2016, UNEC has
successfully been using full ICT application in
teaching, learning and management process at the
university level.
The objective of ICT application at the university
was to improve quality of education, ensure transparency and efficiency and re-organize the management, teaching and learning process according
to the international standards. The University
management, in the initial stage, divided the general objects into several sub-objectives as following:
−

−

−

−
−
−
−
−

Creation of electron course schedule for each
faculty and make it available to students and
teachers
Creation and implementation of electron journals
that would automatically calculate results of
students evaluation at the end of semester
Making all the study materials (lectures, case
studies, video and audio materials and etc. )
electronically available for students by use of a
new tool to upload through teacher’s cabinet
Creation of electronic syllabi and its calendar plan
Organizing electronic students satisfaction surveys
Implementation of electronic teachers appraisal
system online
Creation of electronic colloquiums and examination
Creation of a single electronic platform for professor –teacher and students (UNEC, 2016)

In order to achieve this objectives university management prepared a plan for software and hardware
application for teaching, learning and management
process. The first move towards ICT application was
to create software under the name of E-University
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Model. E-University Model offered six platforms to
perform teaching, learning and management process at UNEC. These platforms included administrative panel for administrative and managerial
purpose, teacher’s cabinet for teaching and student
evaluation, student’s cabinet for learning and

teacher evaluation, e-exam for electronic examination and teachers’ appraisal panel for electronic
evaluation of teachers’ annual key performance
indicators. The detailed structure of E-University is
represented in the figure 1.

Figure 1 E-University Model (Source: Interview with Ragif Gasimov)

Administrative panel was created for ITC application in administrative and management purposes as
well as for some aspects of teaching and learning.
Administrative panel had to help to realize electronic version of faculty course plans, journals,
lessons’ plans, curriculums, course catalogue,
course schedule, calendar plan, course registration,
student database, staff database , user database
and alumni data base.
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The teacher’s cabinet as a second component of the
e-University Model was created to implement ICT
application in teaching process. Each teacher was
given an individual access to teacher’s cabinet that
updated every semester. Teacher’s cabinet allows
teachers to perform their teaching activities and part
of administrative activities electronically. The teacher
cabinet allows teachers to use the e-Journal,
teacher’s course schedule, calendar plan, class info,
files section (to upload study materials), performance
appraisal section (to upload necessary materials of
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key performance indicators for appraisal by university management).
Student’s cabinet as the third component of
E-University Model was created for facilitating the
application of ICT in learning process. Through the
student cabinet, students gets access to course
schedule, exam schedule, exam results, online
application (to appeal in the case of dissatisfaction
with exam result), online registration, files (to
download materials uploaded by teacher) and
teachers appraisal survey.
Fourth key component of E-University Model
was creation of Exam panel. Aim of electron exam
panel was to provide an access to students and
teachers for general test, course test bank, exam
module (history for all the exams) and exam notification system for students. Through the e-exam,
students get an individual codes to attend exam in
the exam rooms and check their results later on.
DocNet being one of the key components of
E-University Model was created for documentation
process for university administration and management work internally at university. DocNet allows staff and management to electronically operate outgoing and incoming letters, internal documentation, to process application by parents and
third parties, assign and delegate processes to
relevant departments (called DDXM in Azerbaijani),
follow up and execution of documents. In addition,
DocNet provide search option to users to find and
categorize any document for specific category and
time period as well as to completely switch to paperless operation mode.
Teachers’ appraisal system was another crucial
component of E-university Model. It is used for
teachers’ KPI reviews. Teachers’ KPI are calculated
based on 3 main criteria such as scientific activities,
teaching activities and self-development activities.
These 3 criteria is also divided into 12 sub-criteria.
The system collects the data from students` surveys
as well as teachers` cabinets calculates results and
automatically produces the ranking of university
teachers. As from September of 2016 the university
administration started applying differentiated salary
system based on this ranking.

Successful application of ICTs in learning and
teaching process required additional hardware installation. The crucial component of hardware application was to create new server room and equip
each auditorium, laboratory and exam rooms with
necessary ICTs needed for teaching and learning
process. These included creation of a new server
room based on the latest technologies, computers
(for teacher’s tribunes and exam rooms), projectors,
electron blackboards and other necessary audio
and video systems for teaching and learning process. The teacher tribunes allow teachers to use
their cabinet for teaching and learning process as
well as access to the projectors and electronic
whiteboards.

Obstacles regarding the implementation
of ICTs at university level
UNEC’s leadership has been facing multiple challenges and obstacles during the application of ICT
in teaching, learning and university management
process. These obstacles can be summarized in
three major categories: financial challenges, ICT
literacy obstacle of teachers and staff and last but
not least organizational culture related challenges.
One of the biggest challenges related to the ICTs
application at the University level was related with
financial aspect of the project. Software development and hardware installation required significant
financial resources that were a challenging issue for
UNEC as the most of public universities in Azerbaijan. The biggest share of ICT application expenses was forwarded to equipment purchases for
servers and other related hardware installation,
software development and maintenance services.
Due to the lack of competence and skills in the
ICT department of the UNEC, the software development was outsourced to a professional IT company in Azerbaijan. UNEC’s E-University Model
was created by a local IT company based on the
concepts and requirement of UNEC’s management.
University management also faced some issues
with specialists from it company due to their lack of
knowledge in education process.
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In order to realize ICT application, the university had
to update its ICTs structure. The heavy investment
was required to build an updated ICT structure that
would allow smooth and effective transformation
process. The server rooms had to be equipped with
latest technologies, all the auditorium, laboratories
and exam rooms needed to equipped with special
and professional ICTs equipment.
Once software developed and hardware equipped, university leadership realized there is an issue
with ICT literacy of some teaching staff and student
in regard with usage of new systems. Lack of ICT
literacy particularly among the elderly teaching staff
was one of the barriers in the ICT application. At the
faculty of finance and accounting, where ICT application started first time, only 80% of faculty
teachers uploaded their study materials on the
system and 62% of lectures have been realized by
use of ICTs. 43% of faculty teaching staff uploaded
of case studies, laboratory assignment and role
plays to the system.
In order to overcome this obstacle, university
management conducted a number of seminars and
workshop on the usage of new system among
teaching and administrative staff. All the teaching
and administrative staff went through special training and workshops to improve their ICT literacy and
become familiar with the features of E-University
model. In addition, instructional materials regarding
usage of E-University Model and its relevant components have been prepared and distributed among
the faculties and department in hardcopy and digital
formats (including instructional videos).
The university management faced one of the
challenges regarding lack of willingness for application and trust in the efficiency and effectives of
E-University Model among some teaching staff. The
issue, to the greater extent, had to do with new
organizational culture and values of the new leadership of University. University management was
challenged by resistance and skepticism of some
teaching staff regarding ICT application. Some
teaching staff was used to older methods of teaching and learning process and was not happy with
changes brought ICT application. This obstacle has
been fixed by university management through
proper communication about the exact purpose of
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ICT application and its benefits for both teachers
and students. Adaption of this group of teaching
staff to ICT application was also part of broader
process of dissemination of new organizational
culture at the university. Students, in comparison to
the teaching staff, had higher motivation and willingness for usage of ICT application. This also had
to with their ICT literacy rate.

Benefits of using ICTs
Application of ICTs in teaching, learning and university management resulted in improvement of
quality of teaching and learning process, eliminated
unnecessary and repeated tasks by different departments, enhanced transparency and control in
the teaching, learning and management process.
According to the survey carried out among 220
students at the UNEC, 91% of students told that
ICTs application has helped them to better understand study materials. 85% of the respondents
mentioned that ICTs application in the teaching
process has given them better opportunity for
preparation and presentation of projects and laboratory assignments. 95% of correspondents have
expressed their satisfaction on computerized examination system in comparison to the paper based
examination.
Survey regarding application of ICT in teaching
process has been carried out among 40 teaching
staff from different departments that represents
about 5% of entire teaching staff at the University.
95% of respondents mentioned that ICT application
has helped them to improve quality of teaching.
80% of respondents that participated in the survey
mentioned that ICT application in the teaching
process has provided better opportunity for teacher
and student interaction. 98% of correspondents
have expressed their satisfaction with reduced
paper work due to ICT application.
ICT application in management and administrative process resulted in improved efficiency, transparency, elimination of repeated activities, better
control and tracking system and cost cutting.
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Efficiency has been improved by shortening the
documentation process. E-document approval system has eliminated employee carriers between
different departments and managerial teams.
E-Signature and confirmation system has significantly shortened the process time.
Electronic documentation process has also provided better opportunity for tracking and checking
status of different documents faster and easier.
University management and responsibly department can check performance of the administrative
staff and department through DocNet and take
corrective actions when it is necessary. As a result
of full ICT application in administrative and management process university achieved significant
cost savings. Expenses related, as an example, to
office supply and stationery have reduced 25% in
the 9 months of 2016 in comparison to the same
period of 2015 and total cost saving here accounted
for over 100000azn or eur56000 with current exchange rate (eur100000 before the devaluation of
manat).
Cost savings and staff efficiency improvements
allowed the University to double the salary of professors raising it to 1500azn or eur830 with current
exchange rate (eur1500 before the devaluation of
manat). The salaries of top 100 teachers in the
university ranking produced by e-university were
indexed from 10% to 100%. Overall, mean salary of
teaching staff at UNEC became the highest nationwide. The salaries of administrative staff were
almost doubled in the period of 2015-2016. Despite
such a spike in the salaries the share of overhead
costs in the total cost of the university increased
only for 13% which certainly indicates a large efficiency improvement.
The operational data obtained from the internal
audit department allowed making below quantitative
conclusions while comparing 2015/2016 educational year with the one in 2014/2015:
− the number of lessons with replacement teachers decreased by 15,1%
− the number of lateness decreased by 25,7%
− overall number of lesson disruptions decreased
by 54,9%

Improved teaching quality and an image of the
university as a consequence allowed it to attract
better quality students. The number of students with
national exam score over 600 (maximum is 700)
that chose UNEC rose from 42 in 2014 to 102 in
2015 and over 200 in 2016. Improved efficiency in
usage of university infrastructure, mainly classrooms, allowed the university to take over 700
students more that resulted in additional income.

Conclusion
To conclude, ICT application at UNEC carried out
through E-University model for teaching, learning
and management purposes. E-University model
contains six panels that included administrative
panel, teacher’s cabinet, student’s cabinet, exam
panel, teachers’ appraisal panel and DocNet.
As it is seen in the research finding, university
management has faced three major obstacles during ICT application process. These obstacles can
be listed as financial, ICT literacy and organizational
culture related challenges.
ICT application at the university level has resulted in quality improvement, better transparency,
quality control and cost saving in teaching, learning
and university management process at UNEC.

6. Recommendations
There is a need of further study on this dynamic
subject in such a dynamic country as Azerbaijan.
Initial enlargement of research could be quickly
carried out by using primary sources of data collection such as interviews with management of other
state universities to have a clear picture in the national level.
Ground-breaking research in the ICT application
at state universities would occur by carrying out
extended academic independent quantitative
analysis on the students' and teachers’ perceptions
and reactions concerning the application of ICT in
teaching and learning process. The research could
also be extended by further research on the national
policies and programs in Azerbaijan for using ICT at
state universities.
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10. Conferences in 2016-2017

Conferences Organized Worldwide
and Relevant to the SEFBIS Community

Event

Date/Location

Organizers’ Contact

I3E 2018
e-Business, e-Services, and e-Society

29/10-31/10 2018
Kuwait City, KW

IFIP TC 6
AlsharhanS@gust.edu.kw

IFIP WCC 2018
Internet of Things Conference

18/09-20/09 2018
Poznan, PL

IFIP Joint Event
strous@iae.nl

The Dewald Roode Workshop on Information Systems 14/06-15/06 2018
Security Research
Cape Town, ZA

IFIP WG8.11, WG 8.13
jacques.ophoff@uct.ac.za

INCOM2018 16th IFAC Symposium on Information
Control Problems in Manufacturing

11/06-13/06 2018
Bergamo, IT

IFIP Supported Event
marco.macchi@polimi.it

OSS 2018
International Conference on Open Source Systems

08/06-10/06 2018
Athens, GR

IFIP Event
varlamis@hua.gr

AIAI 201814th Artificial Intelligence Applications and
Innovations 2018

25/05-27/05 2018
Rhodes, GR

IFIP WG 12.5
liliadis@fmenr.duth.gr

CIIA International Conference on Computer
Intelligence and Its Applications

06/05-08/05 2018
Oran, DZ

IFIP TC5
otmane.
aitmohamed@concordia.ca

OASIS 2017Organizations and Society in Information 09/12-09/12 2017
Systems (OASIS) 2017 Workship
Soeul, KR

IFIP Event + Uni of Mississippi
tammeter@olemiss.edu

PoEM2017Working Conference on The Practice of
Enterprise Modeling

22/11-24/11 2017
Leuven, BE

IFIP WG 8.1
monique.snoeck@kuleuven.be

CONFENIS 2017 International Conference on Research
and Practical Issues of Enterprise Information Systems

18–20/10/ 2017
Shanghai, CH

IFIP WG 8.9

ISBIS–OGIK 2016 14th International Symposium on Business Information Systems

11–12/11/ 2017
Sopron, HU

NJSZT GIKOF SIG
raffa6.wix.com/sefbis#!conferences

WCCE 2017
World Conference on Computers in Education

03–06/07/ 2017
Dublin, IE

IFIP TC 3
michael@ics.ie

International Conference on the Social Implications of
Computers in Developing Countries

22–24/05/ 2017
Yogyakarta, ID

FIP WG 9.4
fathul.wahid@uii.ac.id

WiOpt 15th International Symposium on Modeling and
Optimization in Mobile, Ad Hoc and Wireless Networks

15-19/05/ 2017
Paris, FR

marceau.coupechoux@
telecom-paristech.fr

DoCEIS`17 Doctoral Conference on Computing, Electrical 03–05/05/ 2017
and Industrial Systems
Caparica (Lisbon)

pmrp@fct.unl.pt

CONFENIS 2016 International Conference on Research
and Practical Issues of Enterprise Information Systems

IFIP WG 8.9
amin@ifs.tuwien.ac.at

13–14/12/ 2016
Vienna, AT
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SEARCC 2017
South East Asian Regional Computer Confederation
11-15 September 2017. Colombo, Sri Lanka

National IT Conference (NITC) is the leading ICT
Conference in Sri Lanka. This year, it marks its’ 35th
anniversary. NITC runs in partnership with SEARCC
Conference this year. SEARCC organises an annual
conference every year in a selected country in the
region, and this year its in Sri Lanka.

Nearly 1,000 people took part in this month’s highly successful NITC/SEARCC Conference and preceding
IFIP/SEARCC meetings in Colombo.IFIP, the global federation of national computer societies, and SEARCC, its
SE Asian regional counterpart, both held annual general meetings for their key executives and decision-makers
in the lead-up to the Computer Society of Sri Lanka’s (CSSL) National IT Conference (NITC), which was held in
cooperation with the SEARCC Conference.
The six-day event attracted 100 international delegates from almost 50 different countries around the world,
including 20 overseas speakers who shared their knowledge and experience in different ICT-related disciplines.
Keynote speaker and SEARCC President, Professor Nick TATE discussed valuable strategies to help CIOs
successfully navigate today’s highly complex and challenging environment, while entrepreneur Mark LLOYD
highlighted the vital role commercial lighting is starting to play as an emerging network and integrated application
platform. CSSL (Computer Society Sri Lanka) President, Yasas V. ABEYWICKRAMA said the diversity of activities
and large number of international guests and participants made this the largest international ICT event ever
staged in Sri Lanka.
SEARCC Secretary General, Yohan RAMASUNDARA, congratulated CSSL for hosting Sri Lanka’s largest ICT
event, building on the SEARCC platform as an active member in the Asia Pacific region. He said: “SEARCC
continues to strengthen the ICT profession during the fourth industrial revolution enabled by advancement and
innovation in technology”. As is customary, the conference concluded with the transfer of the Presidency to the
SEARCC member society hosting the conference. In accepting the Presidency of SEARCC, Yasas ABEYWICKRAMA said he, “strongly supports current strategies to increase SEARCC’s presence in the region”.
The next SEARCC conference will be hosted by the Computer Society of India (CSI) in 2018.
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12. IFIP GA

IFIP General Assembly – Colombo (Sri Lanka)
11-13. September 2017.
MÁRIA RAFFAI

JvN CS representative, IFIP Councillor; eMail: raffai@sze.hu
The yearly General Assembly (GA) of the IFIP International Federation on Information Processing was held in
Colombo, the capital of Sri Lanka. Beside other 42 nations the Hungarian member of that organization is the
John von Neumann Computer Society (JvN CS). Prior to the IFIP GA the South East Asian Computer Confederation and other international Associations organized conferences and the IFIP Committees (standing and
temporary held meetings.
At the two days GA meeting the representatives of the member societies and the TCs (Technical Committees) discussed the most important issues of the Federation, took in the reports prepared by the Executive
Committee (EC) members and also by the chairs of the Standing Committees, the activity and the results of the
last year, reviewed the Statutes and Bylaws. The IFIP has actually
−
−
−
−

41 Regular Members with voting rights (Country Representative Members and Members at Large)
4 Associate Members: CEPIS, IMIA, SEARCC, VLDP
9 Honorary Members
9 Ex-Officio Members.

For the JvN CS (Country Representative Member of IFIP) the Member Societies’ Assembly was the most
relevant meeting, because this Committee takes the responsibility to represent the interest of the member societies of IFIP. This Committee has 10 member who are elected by the GA representatives. The MSA members
overviewed the last years activity that was managed by emails and Skype meetings, and . The focus of the
discussions at the MSA meeting was to agree in a position on the proposal of membership fees, that was
discussed and voted at the GA next day. The MSA members agreed that the review of the membership fee
system is necessary, and that the EC proposal is correct that the MSA can agree with. By this proposal (it was
accepted at the GA’2017) the membership fee has a fix basic fee of minimum 840,- EUR and a variable part
which is proportional to the corresponding country’s score on the United Nations Scale of Assessment. The
calculated fee has also a maximum of 13,440 EUR. The GA representatives also accepted that these fees will be
reviewed in every two years.
Another decision can be also important for the professional community of IFIP: it was accepted that all the
individual members of the IFIP member societies have to get minimum 5% discount from the event fees (conferences, workshops, forums etc) which are organized under the umbrella of the Federation.
Talking about future professional programs it was confirmed that the WCC’2018 (World Computer Congress)
will be held in Poznan (Poland; http://wcc2018.put.poznan.pl/) on 17-21 September 2018 followed by the IFIP
GA’2018, the next potential WCC venue will be Paris (France) in 2020.

Further details on the Website: http://www.ifip.org
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SEFBIS Board’s Adopted and Performed Decisions of 2016
ences); TJOA, A Min (Vienna University of
Technology, Austria) and UCHIKI, Tetsuya (Saitama University, Japan)

Decision No. 1/2016.
The GIKOF SIG Board discussed and accepted the
Annual Workplan required by the Secretariat of the
NJSzT. Decisions made on 21st of January, 2016:
− Acceptance of the Annual Report about activities
in 2015 by the JvN CS Leadership
− Review and validate the membership of the
SEFBIS SIG
− Renew and actualize the SEFBIS Website
− Intensive cooperation with other SIG groups of
JvN CS
− Upload the SEFBIS Journal to the database of
EBSCO for indexing
− Cooperation in organizing the 13th OGIK Conference in Dunaujváros (November 2016)
− Decision on the 14th OGIK/ISBIS Conf. 2017

−

The Organizing Committee of the OGIK’2016 :
Chair: HONFI VID SEBESTYÉN (Dunaújváros University

−

Sponsors of the Conference will be: JvN CS,
Dunaújváros University, Evosoft Hungary,
Foundation Alexander, Guidance Ltd.

Decision No. 3/2016
SEFBIS SIG Borad meeting held on 10th of November 2016 before the 13th ISBIS Conference
−

The SEFBIS SIG Board expresses gratitude and
thanks to organizers, reviewing board members
and authors to successful work of the annual
13th OGIK/ISBIS Conference.

−

Decision about the selection of the papers that
will be published in the SEFBIS Journal No. 11
(in English) and about the date of sending the
papers to the Committee by 15th January 2017
the latest. The papers, the contact with the authors, the whole reviewing process and the editing, printing works will be managed by Maria
Raffai.

Decision No. 2/2016.
SEFBIS Board meeting at the General Assembly of
JvN CS and made decisions as follows:
−

Conference date and venue: 11-12. November
2016, Dunaújváros University

−

The Programme Committee:
Chair: RAFFAI, Mária (Széchenyi István University); Co-chairs: DOBAY, Péter (Pécs University
of Sciences) and HONFI VID SEBESTYÉN (Dunaújváros University)
Members: BACSÁRDI, László (University of
Wes-Hungary); CHROUST, Gerhard (Johannes
Kepler University, Austria); DOUCEK, Petr (Prague University of Economics, Czeh Republic),
FEHÉR, Péter (Budapest Corvinus University);
GÁBOR, András (Budapest Corvinus University);
KŐ, Andrea (Budapest Corvinus University);
KRUZSLICZ, Ferenc (Pécs University of Sci-
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Decision No. 4/2016
The SEFBIS Board revised the members’ activity
and renewed the membership. The annual Activity
Report’2016 and the Workplan of SEFBIS SIG for
2017 have been prepared. Decision was made
about the circulation in December and sending to
the Secretariat of the JvN CS by 20th December, the
latest.
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13. Jubilee Confenis Conference

SEFBIS’ Action-Plan for 2017
Chair:
Mária RAFFAI
Board Members being active in 2017:
György BÖGEL, András GÁBOR, Vid HONFI, Ferenc KISS, Zsolt KOSZTYÁN, Andrea KŐ, Zoltán VAJNA
Honorary members:
Péter DOBAY, Gábor HOMONNAY

On its first meeting held in January 2017 the Board decided to perform the following tasks for the Year:

Description
Discuss, plan and accept both the action- and financialplan for 2017
Active participation at the meeting of the JvN CS professional communities, giving proposals for more effective
cooperation.
OGIK/ISBIS’2017 conference: call for papers, applying for
sponsorship, reviewing papers, organizing work
Redesign of the GIKOF/SEFBIS website by the new expectations
Update the content and the design
Cooperation both with business and university department’s responsibles for BIS education
Call for publishing in the GIKOF and SEFBIS Journals
Collecting the papers
Managing the work of reviewing and editing process of
publishing the professional Journal(s).
Uploading the new Journals to the international EBSCO
Database
Development and uploading database on experts, professionals in the field of BIS in Hungary
Workshop on the topic:
OGIK/ISBIS’2017 Conference

Estimated
termin

Estimated
venue

Until 15 January
2017
Februar 2017
Meeting Room
of JvN CS
Form April to
November 2017
Latest until end
of April
Continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous

May 2017
11-12 November
2017
Evaluation of the yearly activity: results, report to JvN CS 20 December
Presidency
2017 latest

Participants,
responsibles
SEFBIS Board
SEFBIS President

NA,
virtual
Design, implementation
NA
Face to face and
virtual comm..
NA,
virtual
NA,
virtual
NA,
virtual
Gathering information

14 colleagues, SEFBIS
Board, IPC, experts
SEFBIS President

Paks
Sopron
University
NA,
virtual

~40 participants
60-80 participants,+
students, 40-45 papers
SEFBIS President

SEFBIS President
4-5 Board member
Resp. SEFBIS pres.
SEFBIS Board
Approximately 12 reviewers
SEFBIS President
2-3 Board members +
activists, students
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CONFENIS’2016

Jubilee Confenis Conference

10th Jubilee CONFENIS’2016
International Conference on Research and Practical Issues
of Enterprise Information Systems
13-14 of December 2017; Vienna, Austria
1MÁRIA RAFFAI – 2A MIN TJOA –3LI DA XU
1,2,3 Professors 1Szechenyi

University (HU), 2 Technical University Vienna (AT), 3 Old Dominion University (US)
eMails: 1raffai@sze.hu 2amin@ifs.tuwien.ac.at 3LXu@odu.edu

The idea for a new conference series came in
Portugal, Guimaraes in 2005 at an IFIP TC8 meeting (International Federation for Information Processing, Technical Committee for Information Systems) with aim to build a forum dealing with the
increasing important area of Enterprise Information
Systems (ERP). In this particular meeting the
committee members intensively discussed the initiative and proposal of professors A Min Tjoa, Maria
Raffai and Li Da Xu, and agreed that ERP is a
dominant scientific sub-discipline. Hence, in this
meeting it was decided by the TC8 members that
the community involved in this area of IS has to
organize its First International Conference on Research and Practical Issues of Enterprise Information Systems (CONFENIS’2006) in order to prove
the ability for being a leading organization of the
ERP professionals. This conference was held in
Vienna, Austria in April 2006 with almost 180 papers that were published by Springer in a proceedings book. This first conference was more
successful as expected, so a new Working Group,
the WG 8.9 was established in 2006 at the TC8
meeting in Santiago de Chile.
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From that time a new conference series came alive!
It is worth to overview the venues of these conferences:
2006 Vienna, Austria
2007 Beijing, China
2008 Milano, Italy
2009 Gyor, Hungary
2010 Natal, Brazil
2011 Aalborg, Denmark
2012 Ghent, Belgium
2013 Prague, Czech Republik
2014 Hanoi, Vietnam
2015 Daejeon, South Korea.
In 2016 the CONFENIS Conference was marked as
the 10th anniversary of the IFIP WG 8.9. Working
Conference on Research and Practical issues of
Enterprise Information Systems. It was a great
pleasure that on this special occasion the Conference returned to its birthplace and was held at the
Austrian Computer Society in downtown Vienna,
Austria on December 13th and 14th 2016.
The 2016 edition of the International Conference
on Research and Practical Issues of Enterprise
Information Systems is mainly focused on aspects
of Big Data, Text Mining, Visualization and Impacts
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of Enterprise Information Systems (EIS). This
Conference provided an international forum for the
broader IFIP community to discuss the latest research findings in the area of EIS. The conference
specifically aimed at facilitating the exchange of
ideas and advances on all aspects and developments of EIS.
The CONFENIS’2016 received 63 high quality
papers from all over the world. After a rigorous
peer-reviewing process a total of 25 papers was
accepted for presentation. We believe that the selected papers will trigger further related EIS - research and improvements. We express our special
thanks to the authors for their valuable work and to
the Program Committee members for their advice
and support. At the same time, we would like to
acknowledge the great support by the Austrian
Computer Society, the TU-WIEN and the Organization Team for their timely contribution and help
which makes this edition of the conference proceedings possible.
Finally we hope that looking back to the roots
this 10 Years Jubilee Conference organized again
in Vienna will have a real benefit for innovative approaches of the various issues of Enterprise Information Systems, and furthermore it continues to
build a platform for further discussions among researchers in the different ElS-areas in the future as
well.
Confenis’2016 conference provides an international forum for Enterprise Information System (EIS)
researchers and practitioners from all over the world
to come together, present and discuss their latest
research findings and ideas. The conference is
specifically aiming at facilitating the exchange of
ideas and advances in all aspects and developments of EIS. The organizers of the conference
invite EIS-experts who are interested in presenting
and disseminating their work at an international
forum to submit their contributions. As in the previous years, the proceedings of the conference will
be published by Springer.

Topics that are not limited to the following areas:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

EIS Concepts, Cases and Management
Business Process Management
EI and Computing, Enterprise Modeling
Open Source EIS
Cloud Computing Services
Big Data Analytics
Knowledge Management
Governance and Decision Making in EIS
Business Value of EIS
Supply Chain Management Aspects
Security and Privacy Issues
Cross-Organizational Collaboration and EIS
EIS, Internet of Things, Social Media
EIS Teaching and Education
Use of Open Data for EIS
Semantic Web Concepts

On the occasion of the Jubilee the founders would
like to express their thanks to all program committee
members, conference and workshop organizers,
and the colleagues who reviewed the papers very
thoroughly during this ten years period. Looking
back to the past decade they can establish that
because of the high number of submissions and the
quality of the submitted papers, the reviewing
process was an extraordinarily challenging task.
Therefore deeply grateful to many individual reviewers who worked with us so diligently. Without
their efforts, support and helpfulness the CONFENIS Series would not had ever never been
successful.

More information on Conference Website
http://webcampus.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/confenis2016/fee#ov
erlay-context=user/1
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14. Confenis 2017

International Conference on Research and Practical Issues
of Enterprise Information Systems
Fudan University Shanghai, China // www.confenis.org
The 11th IFIP WG 8.9 Working Conference – CONFENIS 2017 provides an international forum for Enterprise
Information System (EIS) researchers and practitioners all over the world to gather together, present and discuss their latest research ideas and findings. The conference is aiming at facilitating the exchange of ideas and
developments in all aspects of EIS. The theme of CONFENIS 2017 is Industrial Internet of Things and Made in
China 2025. The Workshop of Smart Electronics and Systems for Industrial IoT will be held jointly with the
conference. The world’s public authorities, industries, researchers and academia are cordially invited to participate in this event in October, one of the best months to tour Shanghai and China which provides the best
climate.
Topics of interest of the CONFENIS 2017 include,
but are not limited to:
− EIS Concepts, Theory and Methods
− Business Process Management
− Enterprise Architecture and Engineering
− IoT and Emerging Paradigm
− Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and EIS
− EIS for Industry 4.0
− Industrial Digitalization and Big Data Analytics
− EIS Management and Case Study

Topics of Special Theme on Smart Electronics and
Systems for Industrial IoT:
− Smart Electronics and Devices
− Smart Systems Integration
− Chip-Cloud Integration
− Fog and Embedded Intelligences
− Smart CPS
− AI for Industrial Informatics
− Industrial Information Integration

Publication
The Proceedings of CONFENIS 2017 will be published in the Springer Lecture Notes in Business Information
Processing (LNBIP) Series. Other publication outlets are available. Journal Special Issues include but are not
limited to:
− • Journal of Industrial Information Integration (Elsevier BV, Scopus and Inspec)
− • Journal of Management Analytics (Taylor & Francis, edited by Shanghai Jiao Tong University)
− • Journal of Industrial Integration and Management (World Scientific, Singapore)
− • Nanotechnologies in Construction (ESCI)
Important Dates
− 29. August, 2017 - Paper Submission Deadline
− 20. September, 2017 - Notification of Acceptance
− 1. October, 2017 - Camera-ready Version Deadline
72
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Report on OGIK Conference 2016

Report on ISBIS-OGIK 2016
11-12th of November
Dunaújváros

International Conference of Scientific and Educational Forum
on Business Information Systems
„Changing Generation in ICT”
PÉTER ANDRÁS DOBAY

vice-chair of Program Committee; eMail: dobay@ktk.pte.hu

General aims and form of the annual professional
Conference of the Special Interest Group GIKOF
(Research and Educational Forum for Business
Information Systems) of NJSzT both followed our
traditions and opened towards new solutions – on a
new venue, Dunaújváros. The Call-for-Papers declared a partly renewed scope in Spring, 2016: new
research results, business ICT applications and
achievements of PhD students. Favored topics (for
sections) were partly reflecting the engineering-orientation of the hosting University: Networking
– Internet, Clouding, IoT, Social Media and Business, Business Continuity & Security (Mission
Critical Systems); Robotics and Industry 4.0. The
Organizing Committee called participants for a
round-table discussion about “The Future Generation: Challenges and Duties to ICT Education”
The conference title selected had a hidden
message from a new, inspiring university environment: “Changing a Generation”. Really, the first
generation of Hungarian ICT community (researchers, educators, authors, professionals, practitioners…) is going to close their career, leaving

labs and universities for a “new generation”, the
“digital nomads”. But, hope, their work and tradition
transfer a challenge to those graduating nowadays
to open new frontiers like IoT, networking, security
issues, Big Data and so on. We understand the
digital world is rocketing and the society has to
understand, adapt, apply and enjoy – to give fuel to
it is our credo in the GIKOF SIG of NJSZT. The
Conference and the GIKOF / SEFBIS Journals have
been and should serve these objectives.
Members of the Program Committee have controlled the contributions with a double-blind review
process and have accepted 31 papers for conference presentation.
The plenary session was introducing by the
representative of the IVSz (Association of IT Leaders) who was talking about a new era in ICT development – with robust statistical data (and alerting)
about lack of professionals and problems of ICT
education and training in Hungary.
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Followed by a presentation of evoSoft Ltd the
speaker presented a system of strong cooperation
-developing company and the
University utilizing a “dual-education” methodology
which links theoretical classroom-education to the
on-site practical work.
The afternoon and the Saturday program splitted
the audience to three sections.
−

“Section #1: Digital Transformation” offered
lectures on applications which either support of
(even in 100%) substitute manual procedures in
higher education administration, in company
online marketing, in the FinTech sector, or even
in agriculture.

−

“Section #2: ICT Higher Education” has ever
been a hot topic for our forums. Presentations
described demographic problems of Hungarian
HE enrollment to ICT fields, showed some new
methodologies to classroom work and generally
tried to “whistleblow” with calling attention to
urgent labor market situation and general human
problems of this sector.

−

“Section #3: Big Data” was searching for answers of a new challenge as networks, IoT tools,
mobile and Internet communication devices
collect enormous amount of data. Use, utilization, legal issues, methodologies were mentioned with some results on text-mining, intrusion detection, stock exchange data management, etc.

A vivid round-table discussion was facilitated by
Andrea KŐ (BCE), Zoltán KIRÁLY and Vid Sebestyén
HONFI on current challenges to HE ICT education.
“Business Informatics” is even today seems new to
employers and application data shows again a
Budapest-centered attitude. Masters programs
have other challenge: many jobs are opened even
for BSc students, and, as a consequence, PhD
programmes lack of IT professionals.
The situation needs joint efforts – as many participants reported on local problems and partial
solutions: teaching materials, cases, basic books,
digital content, laboratory work methodology and
others were mentioned. Use of our Journals and
more discussions are needed to change this situation and the meeting called attention of other centers (like Debrecen, Szeged) which – regrettably –
do not seem to show interest in our decades-long
work with Business Informatics. We all hope the
next Conference in Sopron would be a change to
open new directions!
Participants closed the Conference with acknowledgement for the smooth management and
hospitality of University of Dunaújváros, Institute of
Informatics.

Péter Dobay
Vice Chair of the IPC
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16. OGIK 2017

ISBIS / OGIK Conference 2017
Nov 10-11, 2017; SOPRON
14th Conference on Business Information Systems
“The Every Day Computing” – http://www.ogik2017.hu).

The SEFBIS (GIKOF) Special Interest Group of the John von Neumann Computer Society organizes its conference on
Business Information Systems already 14th time. This event is followed with great interest both of the professionals and
the users. The conference is a great opportunity for the domestic and foreign experts, developers, students and users to
represent and discuss their results, to change their minds and get together face to face.
Date and Venue: 10-11th of November 2017, Sopron University, Sopron, Bajcsy Zsilinszky út 4.
The planned topics that are not limited to:
−
−
−
−
−
−

The future generation and the ICT: technological, human, social and cultural aspects
technical and business issues of Information security
methodologies and techniques for application development process
new trends in ICT: industry 4.0 solutions, self driving cars, IoT
new ICT-technologies supporting business, innovation, competitiveness
education: CSc, MSc courses, trainings, needs of labour market and satisfaction ba teaching, training;
change management in the education, teaching methods and tools, mobility etc.

The authors and speakers are asked to send an extended abstract in max 4,000 characters. The official language of the
conference both in Hungarian and in English. Those authors who write the abstract in English have to present it in the
same language. The IPC offers different types of presentations:
−
−

live presentation in 20 minutes
poster demonstration

The IPC's responsibility to let the abstracts review and decide about the acceptance. More information is found at the
conference website: http://www.ogik2017.hu.
Important dates:
−
−
−

15th September 2017. abstracts uploading
5th October 2017: abstracts acceptance
10-10 November 2017: conference in Sopron University

The International Program Committee and Conference Organizers
Chair of the IPC: Maria Raffai (Széchenyi István University, Győr; NJSZT GIKOF SIG)

Vice Chair of IPC and Chair of the Organizer Committee: László Bacsárdi (Sopron University)
In the hope that this conference will also have as great interest as all the others in the previous years, on behalf of International Committee I invite all the professionals who are involved in Business Information Systems let them work either
in business, in software development or in education, to participate at ISBIS’2016!

Contact: ogik2017@inf.uni-sopron.hu
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